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Convocation gives UNH campus a boost 
President Gordon Haaland spoke ·,at-the first UNH convocation 
held in 14 years. (Craig Parker photo) 
Field House plan 
runs low on funds 
By Neal C. Hogan 
After over ten years of plan-
ning, a breakdown in commun-
ications between the adminis-
tration and the Student Senate 
has stalled the renovations of 
the Field House- and may pre-
vent construction of the new 
recreational gyms. 
In January of this year the 
New Hampshire legislature 
voted to provide UNH with the 
3.8 million dollars that the 
administration requested for 
the project, but by April Mike 
O'Neil, Director of Athletics 
and Recreational Sports, was 
before the Senate asking for an 
increase in the Student Activ-
ities.fee to make up for the cost 
of inflation. 
Student fees have been used 
in the .past to provide capital 
funding for university projects, 
but the current Senate is very 
sensitive to the possibility that 
whenever the university wants 
to build it simply adds a fee the 
student -must pay rather than 
look for funding elsewhere 
according to Sabra Clarke stu-
dent body vice president. 
Later the administration ad-
mitted that inflation was not 
_ the only problem. "We were off 
on the 'guesstimate' of .the 
project," admitted O'Neil. 
O'Neil's appeal to the Senate 
apparently lacked any deference 
or charm. "Basically he's saying 
'You don't fund it; you don't get 
it, " said Sabra Clarke. 
"If the students don't want 
to fund the project that is their 
perogative," O'Neil declared. 
Battlelines have been drawn 
and the result may be that the 
students will not get the recrea-
tional gyms that they need. 
President Haaland, who has put 
more energy into the Field 
House project than any of the 
five previous presidents, and 
who took the initiative and 
made this the first priority of 
the University System budget, 
admits to and apologizes for the 
lapse in communications. 
· __ But the damage to the tenuous . 
administration-senate relation-
ship has been done. On August 
19 the Student Senate Summer 
Quorum sent a letter to inform 
him that "we, as representatives 
of the student body, will not this 
year, nor in the future fund the 
Field House renovations with 
mandatory student fees." 
In 1976 the university set up 
a Sports Commission to re-
search methods for complying 
with the stipulations of Title 
IX. This federal law requires 
that "no person in the United 
States shall on the basis of sex 
be excluded from participation 
in, be denied benefits of, or be 
subject to discrimination under 
any education program or ac-
tivity receiving Federal financial 
assistance ... " 
At that time the Field House 
HOUSE, page 5 
By Jay Ku.mar 
UNH President Gordon Haa-
land detailed the university's 
plan to eliminate violence 
against women on campus in 
his speech at the university 
convocation in Lundholm Gym..: 
nasium yesterday. It was the first 
convocation to be held at UNH ' 
in t4 years. 
-Haaland, speaking to a 
nearly-full house of 1750.people, 
said, "We rriust acknowledge 
that this instituti0n is a .place 
where violen(e against women 
has occurred and is occurring. 
· It must stop." 
H~aland said, "The university 
will collect data and approp-
riately publicize the incidents 
of harassment and violence 
subject to prop-er legal prot~c.:7,. 
tion.'.' He added, "We wilF 
strengthen our commitment to -
the Sex-ual Harassment and 
Rape Prevention Program 
(SHARPP)_"· 
He also said "new procedures 
for our revised sexual harass-
ment policy'.' will be implement-
ed, along with improvements 
in lighting around campus. 
Safety rpaps will be distributed, 
-and.escort services provided. 
Haaland also addressed such 
.ca{Ilp1J.sjss~es as "alcohol, drugs, 
--hoise, ahd 'the geHerahnoFal 
climate." He included such steps 
as the hiring of a "coordinator" 
for the Greek system, and said, about working together with 
"We will institute significant the townspeople of Durham to 
changes with Stoke Hall by the improve relations. In order to 
fall of 1988 and will review our improve the community, Jones. 
policies regarding all our res- asked that "we think twice about 
idence halls." our actions." 
Haaland also talked about Jones said, "The nexit time 
"shared values on campus. "Free you consider taking advantage 
' inquiry, intellectual honesty, bf an individual who is phys-
personal integrity, and respect ically or emotionally your in-
for human dignity - they must fe.rior, ask yourself how you 
be the touchstones for all that would feel if you were being 
we do - from policy making to raped. Each person "deserves the 
personal interactions." · same human rights as you do. 
Haaland wrapped up his 20 What allows us to ignore that?" 
~inute speech and received a Rogers talked about the last 
healthy round .of applause from convocation in 1973, as-well as 
the audience. tolerance in the university com-
In addition to Haaland's munity. 
speech, Student Bo~y President "But toleration is not abso-
Warner Jones and John Rogers, lute. Our university cannot 
president of the Faculty Senate; tolerate intolerance; we cannot 
also addressed the audience of approve, either implicitly or 
:students and faculty. - explicitly, abuse of members of 
,Jones, who was wearing a cap our community. Rape, assault, 
and gown along with Haaland sexual harassment; these cannot 
and the faculty members pres- be condoned; and neither can 
ent, caused an immediate sen- discourtesy in the classroom, 
sation when he did something ·cheating, or intellectual apathy,". 
for both "symbolic and practi_cal Rogers s,aid. 
reasons." Jones proceeded to The convocation lasted an 
remove the gown, citing the fact hour, and then an outdoor 
that , the gown alienated him reception took place on Morrill 
frqm the stµdent body he repr-es- Hall lawn. . 
ents, as well as the swelteri,;ig Presi.dent Haaland was "very 
heat in the gym. pleased with faculty and student 
After -receiving. a loud f9ar -turnout," He sai_~ it is "very 
of applause, mainly from the 
students, Jones went_ on to talk MESSAGE, page 8 
Immediately after the convocation a reception was held in front of Morrill Hall. (Craig Parker 
hoto) 
Resi-life accepts 'no excuses' 
By Bryan .Alexander 
Students returnihg to UNH 
this fall were surprised to find 
flyers distributed throughout 
the resid½nce halls promising 
a tougher punishment policy 
for hall dwellers. · 
The new policy features in-
stant eviction for students found 
guilty of physical assault, or-
ganized keg parties, illegal drug 
use, harassment of hall staff and 
tampering with fire equipment. 
The "No excuses ... no second 
chances" flyers distributed 
throughout ·the dorms listing 
these offenses contain no new 
rules, acccording to Associate 
Director of Residential Life 
Scott Chesney, who initiated the 
idea of the flyers. 
Chesney said these lines of 
prosecution are listed in the rule 
book, but not stated in such 
strict, concrete terms. 
"We have neyer had a policy 
in Resi-life that a person would 
be given a second chance," said 
1Chesney. ''To that extent no-
thing has ch~nged." 
Chesney said the flyer was his 
way of laying down the law for 
both students and hall staff 
alike: He said stu<le-nts now 
know where they stand when 
the break the laws and hall staff 
are clear on the punishments. 
Student Body President 
Warner Jones said the new 
· POLICY, page 7 
./ 
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Kohn takes job in Nicaragua . . 
By Joseph Moreau are there is tO' support the ment, more frequent milkings 
Rick Kohn will be making · people of Nicaragua and .. .I feel and other means, project leaders 
both a political and a human- that the Nicaraguan govern- hope to produce as much as 
itarian statement when he beg-· · ment does a better job than the eight to 15 liters of milk per cow 
ins putting his graduate degree . U.S. government." per day on their farm .. Goals for 
in dairy nutrition to work in Kohn, a native of North the area surrounding the model 
war-torn N ica'ragua !?-ext Colins, New York, has been a farm are more limited- an 
month. member of the UNH Commit- increase from an average of 
Kohn, 24, will fi9ish work for tee on Central America (COCA) three to six liters. 
his masters degree later this for several semesters. The group · The model farm will also 
month and then spend a year has staged protests against U.S. provide a variety of services fqr 
as one of the managers at a policy in the region. the local farmers, including a 
cooperative farm run by Nica- The Sandiqistas gave the 500 veterinary clinic a,genetic im-
ragua's National Union of acre farm in Boaca, in Nicara- provement program, a farm 
Farmers and Cattle Ranchers gua's central highland, to the equipment shop and an agricul-
(UNAG) and the U.S. based NAFA-UNAG association. The rural training center. · 
North American Farm Alliance five families who will run it may Kohn said that the possibility 
(NAFA). He will experiment keep the land as long as it is used of rebel attacks on the facility 
with techniques to increase milk for agricultural production, is real. "The Contras have been 
production and relieve hunger according to Kohn. very active in the area and their 
in the region. "I think the government primary target is agricultu-
Kohn; said am important goal there . .is very much supportive re ... Essentially, they want to 
of the project is to "unite o,f developmental agricultu- starve the people in the cities 
American farmers and Nicara- . re .. and that's <me of the reasons so that they'll say that there is 
guan farmers- both of which are we p.icked Nicaragua," said · something wrong with the 
at the short end of the deal with Kohn. He said that he will meet _government." 
the Reagan administration." with S1andinista · officials but Kohn said that the. threat 
For · more than five years the stopped short of endorsing their posed by the Contras made his 
U.S. has given military and rule. "The reason I'm not going. decision to go to Nicaragua 
economic-aid to the Contras, to make statemetns about.sup- difficult. "The Benjamin Linder 
Nicaraguan rebels who are porting the Sandinista Party is thing worries me .. .I really don't 
trying to overthrow the Sandi- because I don't think it's my job wagt to be a martyr and I don't 
nista's hold on authority. as an Amer:_ican to tell people want my family to have to go 
Some of the American par- in Nicaragua what kind of through anything." 
RICK KOHN (Graig Parker photo) . 
ticipants in the joint venture government they should have." Benjamin Linder was an 
are farmers who lost their land The farm that Kohn will be American engineer working in 
in_ t~is country's on going farm working on will se.rve as a model Nicaragua who was ki-Iled in a 
in Central America." that the Peace Corps tried to · · 
probe too deeply into his per-
sonal life before it would accept 
him- something the Sandinista 
government did not do before 
crisis. for the r~gion, developing ways Contra attack earlier this year. 
'Tm agairn;t the Reagan ad- to increase production and then Kohn said that, despite those 
ministratiion," said Kohn," and ex-porting that technology· to fears, he decided to go because 
I think. .. almo~t everyone in our local framers. With improved he felt "so strongly that some-
project is. Part of the r~ason we breeding and pasture manage- thing positiv~ ought to be done 
He applied to the Peace Corps 
to help realize that goal but then 
came to the conclusion that the 
· agency haa grown too politic-
ized under the Carter and Rea-
gan administration_s. He said NICARAGUA, pa
ge 14 
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AIDS panel opens on 
harsh note . 
Federal health officials Wednesday vi.gorously 
defended government efforts to battle AIDS, but 
homosexuals and those representing patients told 
the president's new AIDS commission the effort 
is• inadequate. . . · 1 
Health and Human Services Sec;:retary Otis Bowen 
opened the meeting by saying protests that not 
~enough is being done are "counterproductive and 
• meanspir.ited". Setting the tone for the eight 
.government officials that followed, Bowen said . 
he was "extremely disturbed" by attacks on the 
administration's anti-AIDS efforts. 
Opponents sharply criticized the administration's 
lack of leadership, and insisted that the Food and 
Drug Administration and National Ins.ritutes of 
Health were stalling the testing of drugs that might 
counter acquired immune deficiency syndrome, 
which primarily strikes homosexual and intravenous 
. drug users. 
Canada to face off 
against Soviets in Cup 
fin~) 
A pair of goals by Winnipeg's Dale Hawerchuck 
boosted Team Canada over Czeckoslovakia and into 
the Canada Cup finals in a come-from~behind 5-
3 victory Wednesday night in Montreal. -
The three-game finals showdown begins tonight 
in Montreal with the second and third, if necessary, 
10 Hamilton, On'ta~io, Sunday and Tuesday. 
1 
The USSR earned their spot by besting Sweden, 
4-2 in single elimination play Tuesday night. 
Iraqui air raids slaughter 
105 
Iraqui air raids · claimed the lives of 105 Iranian 
citizens Wednesday in attacks on Iranian cities, 
power plants, factories and oil centers to retaliate 
for attacks on Kuwait and to force Iran to accept 
a cease-fire sponsored by the United Nations. . 
The Iraqui News Agency reported that lraq's 
air force, which outnumbers Iran's depleted.air 
force by a margin of 8 to 1, flew 122 combat missio~s 
and helicopter gunships flew 43 more during the 
"day of revenge" in which 13 Iranian targets. were 
stn,1ck. The raids came two days before UN Secretary 
· General Javier Perez de Cuellar is scheduled to arrive 
in Tehran on a mission to end the seven-year-old 
war. 
Iran vows to avenge the attacks. 
Pope eager to hear US 
Catholics 
Pope John Paul II, on the eve of his trip .to the 
United States, said Wednesday that he is eager to 
listen to American Catholics, but would not comment 
on those chafing at the church's strict authority. 
The Roman Catholic pon_tiff will tour nine US 
cities in the South, the West, and the Midwest and 
''.looks forward to expressing personally ... my 
sentiments of friendship for the whole nation." 
'J;'he Pope made no mention of the growing dissent 
within the American church, especially over such 
matters as birtl;i control,-pre.marital sex, homo-
sexuality or abortion. 
UNH students face pre-
trial hearing 
Three University of New Hampshire students 
charg.ed in connection with an alleged rape -on 
campus last semester were scheduled to apppear 
at -a pre-trial hearing yesterday morning in Strafford 
County Superior, Court. · · 
Jonathan R. Fox of Manchester and Christopher 
J. Spahn of Lexington, MA face charges of aggravated 
felonious sexual assault, and Gordon ,T. Williams 
of Rochester, NY, is charged with misdemeanor 
sexual assault stemming from an incident which 
occured in Stoke Hall in the early hours of February 
20 .. 
· In UNH Judicial Board hearings last May, all 
three men were· found not guilty of sexual assault 
charges. · 
Probationer arrested for , •. I , ·1 
smoking crack -· · · 
A burglar on probation for cocain~ possession;'. 
apparently overlooked the "no smoking" signs in · 
a Fort Lauderdale police station and was arrested 
for toking up a pipefiil of crack iri the lobby. 
Police charged Eddie Williams, 30, with possession 
of cocaine and drug paraphernaFa. Monday. He was 
jailed in lieu of $2,500 bond in Broward County, 
officials said. T 
· "I had to double back and look at him twice," . 
said Greg Roberts, an aide -y.,ho spotted Williams 
puffing his pipe near the station house information 
booth. 1'I couldn't believe my eyes", • · · • 
Williams, sitting near,'the booth, put the crack I 
pip·e down after noticing Roberts'. stare, but lit 'ir 
agai-n when Roberts looked away. Roberts then 
ra,~ioed for a backup. Police reports show that the 
pipe and .several charred matchsticks were found 
at Williams' feet. 
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Thompson Hall set 
to function again 
By Curtis Graves 
. For those us who have been 
students at ~he University for 
a couple . of years·, the name 
Thompson Hall conjures up 
images of creaking wooden 
floors, inaccessible offices, and 
an atmosphere vaguely remin-
iscent of a dungeon'. But no 
longer. Thompson Hall has 
undergone a transformation of 
sorts that has dram;itically 
improved the building in both 
appearance and efficiency. 
Thompson Hall, which had 
not had_a major renovation since 
its construction in 1892, has 
been plagued by a plethora of 
infrastructural problems in 
recent years including poor 
plumbing, an electrical system 
r lacking in safety and efficiency, 
and a poor fire suppression 
system. 
In addition to the problems 
regarding the physical well 
.being of the building, the in-
terior of Thompson Hall was 
quite unappealing prior to the 
renovation. 
· Skip Devito, director of Cam-
pus Planning and Thompson 
Hall Project Director offered 
this insight: "The message T- _ 
Hall has been sending in recent 
years is the symbolic center of 
campus is totally inapprop-
riate." · 
Mr. Devito explained that the 
original construction of T-Hall 
is inconsistent with the image · 
the University is currently . 
trying to portray; the image that ' · 
the faculty and administration 
of the University are easily 
accessible to students at all 
times. Until now, this "o.pen 
door policy" was contradicted 
by the structural limitations of · 
T-Hall, which tended to isolate 
the inhabitants· of the building 
within their offices. 
However, when one enters 
the "new" Thompson Hall one 
that "the amount of glass re-
duces the value of the offices, 
but increases the value of the 
whole comp_osition." As they 
are now, the offices afford less 
privacy to the occupant since 
they are visible to anyone walk-
ing through the building. Os-
tensibly, this absence of privi:lcy 
will not affect the productivity 
of those who work in T-Hall, 
but only time will tell for certain. 
Students will also notice that 
T-Hall has been furnished with 
wall to wall carpeting and a new 
fire stair, as well as seminar 
rooms on the first floor. "With 
the creation of seminar rooms, 
the educational facet of T-Hall 
will be restored. I think the 
roo~s ~ill be much sought after 
for lectures and so forth," Mr. 
Devito said. 
The budget for the Thomp-
son Hall .Project, 1.5 million 
dollars, came entirely from gifts 
to the University. The money-
has been divided essentially 
equally bet~een infrastructural 
repairs and interior changes. 
Mr. Devito and his staff have 
taken great pains to ensure that 
the money for the project was 
well spent. 
"In fact, we wound up design- · 
ing some of the furniture our-
selves, desks in particular. We 
wanted to achieve a look that 
was tasteful yet elegant, within 
the limitations of our budg~t." 
The general concen_sus on 
campus seems to be that the T-
Hall Project is a job well done. 
Peer Advisor and graduating 
Senior Joe Cronin had this to 
say regarding the project: "I 
believe it was a sensible alloction 
of funds considering the pre-
viously dilapidated condtions 
· of Thompson Hall. However, 
I am relieved that the adminis-
trative offices have been moved 
back into T-Hall due to the 
inconviences we' re endured over 
the past semesters, such a1s 
having to walk to opposite ends 
of the campus several times to 
take care of things like financial 
is immediately aware of the 
physically "open" atmosphere 
that has been created simply _by 
replacing sections of the wall 
with doors made largely of glass. 
'This subtle change makes the 
'interior of T-HaH seem much 
larger and more modern, and 
effectively conveys the concept 
, aid, adding and dropping, bil-
ling, and so forth." 
of .the open door policy. 
Mr. Devito went on to explain 
Muriel Knecht, Assistant to 
the President for Internal Af-
fairs was perhaps the most 
enthusiastic: "A certain dignity 
has been restored to the Pres-
With signals, Diane Ellis instructs her dog Karat~ jump th_e 
gate at the Thompson school. (Craig Parker photo) 
T-hal~ has come along way smce renovations began. (file photo) 
ident's Office. It is now a 
pleasant place to come and 
conduct business." Asked how 
students have reacted to the 
inconvenience presented them, 
she added: ."Everyone's been just 
great through the entire pro-
cess." 
Construction worker Larry 
Dol . · 
smoothly tor th<:_ most pan . .L rn .. 
most challenging aspect of the 
job, according to Mr. Dolbee, 
was "dealing with the frustra-
tion of, having to change the old 
structure to make it comply with 
modern zoning restrictions." 
He added with a chuckle, "The 
new state-of-the-art fire sup-
ression s stem is so sensitive 
that a little bit of dust sets it 
off." 
Members of the campus com-
munity should make it a point 
to visit Thompson Hall and see 
for thems~lves the degree to 
which the building has been 
improved. Its a safe bet that 
virtually everyone will be de-
li hted ith the chan es. 
A d~ss was held outside during the sweltering heat y~sterday. (Mark Hamilton photo) 
Italian club open to students 
By Karen DiConza 
If you're interested in the:: 
Italian culture - Italian food, 
Italian language, Italian any-
thing - a new club has been 
formed ori campus that just may 
be for you. 
The UNH Italian Club is now 
a recognized club on campus. 
. The club's purpose, according 
to Grace Tucci, president, "is 
to provide a form for students 
and all others interested to come 
together and learn about the 
Italian culture." ' 
"Anybody who wants to -learn 
about the Italian culture is 
welcome to join. Not everyone 
knows how to speak Italian. 
When we get together, we just 
have a lot of fun ," Tucci said; 
"We laugh, and we eat, and we 
talk. It's really a lot of fun." 
Tucci said the club is "unique" 
since it has a lot of support from 
the community, not just UNH 
students. 
"We have Italians from all 
over the surrounding area -
Portsi:nouth, New market', 
North Hampton- and they're . 
willing to help us learn. We ha've students who are interested in 
a mixture of ages and people," ·th~ subject. 
she said. , "Hopefully, we can gain re '." 
Tucci said there are about 20 cognition in the university," she 
members in the club, and ages said. 
range from 18 to people in their Tucci, who just returned from 
60's. Urbino, Italy, through the Uni-
She said new members are versity's International Perspec-
welcome to join theclub.Knowl- rives program, said the club 
· edge of the Italian language is taught -her a lot about the Italian 
not a requirement to join, she culture and · helped her prepare 
said. _ for her trip. . 
"It's not just getting together _ "Right before I went to Italy, 
and talking Italian. ltaJian- I learned a lot from the older · 
Americans have this unique people-about what to d~ over 
sense of community between there, and what not to do. Just 
them, and have this urge to being around the people in the 
know more about the culture," club really helped me adjust to · 
she said. _"We don't only speak the culture," she said. 
Italian, we eat Italian, learn to According ,to Tucci~ Senora 
cook Ital'ian, learn about dances, Rose Antosewicz will serve as 
and about culture." faculty advisor and program 
Tucd said Italian is nQt of- coordinator. Elected club offic-
fered as a major at UNH, but ers are Grace Tucci, president; 
"it's in the progress, and hope- Kristen Panetta, vice president; 
fully it will be available soon." Lisa Smith, treasurer; and Don-
'She said she hopes the club na Soares, secretary. 
will help "give the major a · Tucci said club meetings will 
push" since it will show the be publicized, and anyone in-
universi~y that there are many terested is 11rged to join. 
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ON THE SPOT 
How d~ you think the f ieid ·house renovations should 
be paid for? . 
"I don't feel, personally 
that there should be any 
field house renovations. 
The money should be used 
to build new dorms." 
Michele Kirschbaum 
Junior 
- English · 
"Equal contribution from 
the state and the students 
who will be benefiting and 
using the facility as well 
as from funds from busi- . 
ness and industry. It's 
everyone's problem, the _ 
whole pride of New Hamp-
shire is involved." 
Gerry Friel 
Head Basketball Coach 
UN H employee for 19 
years 
"I don't really give 4 shit, 
as long as it gets done. Lack 
of space such as a soccer 
field in the middle of the 
baseball field- are major 
problems. The whole fa~ 
cility built in 1965 is dusty 
and dirty." 
Ted Conner 
Head Baseball Coach 
UNH employee for 25 
years 
rrl would like to see the 
university fund the field 
house through private sour-
ces mainly from donations 
received from the centen-
nial capital campaign drive 




Student Body President 
· /available at the MUB ticket office. 
ng production/ security for the 
the SCOPE office room 146 MUB or call 
197. 
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Lots of people ventured into ~lora Ventures' plant sale in the MUB. (Craig Parker photo 
was an exclusively male facility. 
The commissions reccomenda-
tions became the genesis of the 
renovation plan. Soon different 
groups began to study and lobby · 
for different projects in(.:luding 
a women's gymnasric fadlity, • 
women's lockers, extra recrea-
tional gyms, office space, and 
a sports medicine facility. The 
legislature gave UNH $35,000 
for planning. · 
In 1979 the university 
brought the first renovation 
proposal to ,the legislature. For 
$1.116 million a new "core" 
would be built, bringing the 
facility in line with Title IX. The 
proposal was turned down. 
Proposals were resubmitted 
through . to 1985. All were · 
turned down. The 1985 proposal 
included a plan for raising the 
roof of the Paul Sweet Oval, 
putting a new gym inside, . 
constructing the "core", and 
building an addition for offices. 
The $2.8 million plan was 
d~nied. 
In February 1986 the same 
basic proposal was brought 
before the legislature at a cost 
of $3.2 million. At the same time 
ari article appeared in Foster's · 
Daily Democratwhich told of 
a plan for student funding of 
an additional recreational gym. 
The article included an artists 
rendering of the facility and told 
of student support for the idea. 
HOUSE 
(continued from page 1) 
At this time President Haa-
land asked Skip De Vito, Direc-
tor of Facilities Planning, to 
oversee and coordinate the 
entire athletic facility project. 
"We rearranged the project to 
include everything that eve-
ryone was looking for; not 
extravagantly, but to meet se-
rious needs," said De Vito. 
President Haaland maneu-
vered the project into the first 
priority slot in the January 
bu_dget request. The plan in-
cluded: 
• • new laundry and equipment 
issue room 
• new gymnastics facility 
• new women's locker area 
• new sports medicine facility 
• renovated men's locker area 
• handicap accessible ba-
throoms 
• three story elevator 
• gutting ·and complete reno-
. vation of the Sweet Oval 
- • ·two new basketball gyms 
The wording of tbe actual 
proposal reads "and, if funds 
permit, two basketball gymna-
siums." The proposal passed 
the Jegislature and the univer-
sity was granted $3.8 million. 
Skip De Vito remarks, "I hope 
.that people understand that this 
was a greatly expanded project 
from the one proposed only a 
few months before. The cost was 
a probable projection which we 
hoped and believed could in-
Jewelry sales on Main Street. (Mark Hamilton photo) 
elude enough for the two gyms." 
Seacoast building costs rose, 
however, and an inspection of 
the soil on _the building site 
showed that . a more expensive 
foundation would be required. 
As a result the "guesstimate" 
did not provide the funds to 
"permit two basketball gymna-. ,, 
smms. 
Problems began due to the 
administrations insensitivity 
to the changing sentiment of 
the student body and their 
Senate representatives concern-
ing the use of activities fees for 
the funding of capital projects. 
They .also failed to inform the 
Senate of their intention to ask 
for student supporri of the 
project until Mike O'Neil 
showed up to ask for money. 
"We were kept in the dark 
about the whole thing," said · 
-Sabra Clarke. 
At that time, in April of this 
year, the Senate chose to post-
pone a vote on the additionaJ 
activity fee_. Instead they voted 
that in the event of a fee increase 
it could be no more than $15 per 
student. 
President Haaland did not to 
bring the senate's decision 
before the Board of Trustees for 
confirmation, in effect making 
it null and void. · 
. On August 18 the Student 
Senate Summer Quorum met 
to dkuss the history of the Field 
House renovatibn, current ad-
ministration funding proposals, 
and possible alternative funding 
programs. A(ter listening to 
President Haaland speak the 
Quorum voted on whether to 
raise the student ac·tivity fee by 
ten dollars. 
The proposal was unanirh-
m1sly defeated. 
On August 26 the Student 
Senate Executive Committee 
met with Skip DeVito, Mike 
O'Neil, Vice President of Finan-
cial Affairs Charlie Owen, and 
Alumni Association represen-
tative Joe Faland to discuss 
several alternative funding 
procedures including; 
• an optional fee, much like a 
student fund drive 
• a five year deferred loan from 
UNH reserves, to be repaid with 
money raised during the 100th 
Anniversary fund drive 
• Speculation by Contractor. 
This was used to build the Child 
Care Center. Contractor would 
build assuming repayment after 
the fund drive. 
• Pay as you go. Build the shell 
of the gyms now, and pay for 
CALENDAR 
FRII>A Y, SEPTEMBER 11 
MEN'_S CROSS COUNTRY- vs. Bates, Southern Maine, 3:30 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12 
WOMEN'S C;ROSS COUNTRY- at Holy Cross 
WOMEN'S TENNIS- at Vermont 
S:2PTEMBER AR TS RESTIV Al-/~nnifer Muller & The 
Works, Dance: Johnson Theater, Pau Arts, 8 p.m; 
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 13 
FACULTY CONCERT- Sonata Recital. Ruth Edwards, piano, 
and guest artist Carol Hall, violin. Bratton Recital Half, Paul 
Arts, 3 p.m. · 
PHOTOGRAPHY LECTURE- Willima Olander, Room 110, 
Murkland, 4 p.m. ·-
MUSO FILM- "Summer." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and 9:30 
p.m., st~dents $1, general ~2. . · 
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 14 
MEN'S SOCCER- at Boston College 
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY- at BC vs. Iowa 
MUB MINI COURSES .
1
REGISTRATION- Room 126 MUB, 
9 a.m.-12 p.ip. and 1-4 p.m. " 
MEN'S TENNIS-_vs. Providence, 3:30 p.m. 
EVENING GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATION-
. Business Office, Rom 163, Science Engineering Building, 
5-7 p.m. · . 
LECTURE- "The Presidency and Foreign-Policy." Martin 
Agronsky. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. 
TRADITIONAL JAZZ SERIES- Trumpeter Dave Whitney, 
leading area artists: Lou Magnano vibraharp; Jon Wheatley, 
guitar; Marshall Wood, brass; and Chuck Laire, drums. Strafford 
Room, MUB, 8 ·p.m. Students and seniors $3, general $5. 
Tickets at door and MUB Ticket Office~ 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15 
LAST DAY for graduate students to withdraw and qualify 
. for ¾ tuition refund. · 
MUB MINI COURSES REGISTRATION- Room 126, MUB; 
9 a.m.-12 p.m. and 1~4 p.m. 
CHEMISTRY LECTURE SERIES- "Activation of Molecular 
Oxygen by Cytochrome P-450 and Related Heme Enzymes," 
by Prof. John Dawson, l) niversity of South Carolina. Room 
1- 103, Parsons, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. · 
RECEPTION FOR WOMEN IN SCIENCE- To eelegrate 
the formation of a Chapter of the Association of Women 
in Science at UNH. Open to faculty, staff, graduate and 
undergraduate students. Conference Room, 4th floor, Science 
and Engineering Building, 4:30-6 p.m. 
FRENCH & ITALIAN FILM SERIES- "Les Bons Debarras." 
Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m., $1. 
· CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO 
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. 
(Observe deadlines on proper forms) 
The New Hampshue (USPS 37-9-280) is published and distributed semi- . 1 
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 1 
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business. i 
Qfft<;e hours: -,Mood~y ~ Fii4~ 10 _;µn - 2 pm. Academic year subscription: 
li'~A uv- 'Third class .. pos.t~e piliid a.t D~haril, NH 03824. Advertisers should 
dut_ck:their ads t~hl".~t~y. The NeW:,'Hampshire will in no case be 
. responsible for typog:raph•.~a1-or other:orrors, but will reprint that part 
of an ad~ertisenient in which-a typo3raphical error appears, if notified 
immediately. POSTMASTER.: send address changes to The New Hampshire, 
. l}l MUB, UNH, Durham, ,NH:.03824. 10.000 copies printed per. issue 
~by J,;"NW,1 .Trib1me Biddeford, Mai.tie. .· . . 
inter10r as money_ becomes 
available. 
• Corporate Funding 
• Go back to the legislature and . 
ask for more funds. 
• Redesign the project and take 
new bidding. 
There is a distinct possibility 
that all debate is ·over however 
and that the Senate has carried 
its fight based on principle too 
far according to unnamed sour-
ces in the administration. These 
sources said they believe Pres-
ident Haaland may want to 
simply go ahead and renovate 
the Field House now and ignore 
the recreational gyms for fear 
the tax-payers may _balk at 
funding any further projects 
which UNH students are ap-
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PAGE SIX 
GENERAL 
RENT A MUB LOCKER:-Lockers located near 
the Commuter/Transfer Center and the Games 
Room Area are available to rent by the semester. 
Stop by Room 322 in the MUB between 8:30 a.m. 
and,.4 p.m. 
, FALL JOBS: The ACCESS Offic~ needs notetak~rs 
. and readers for fall 1987 classes with day and evening 
hours available . Contact Wendy or Danna Marie 
at 2607 in Room 200 of the MUB, Monday-Friday, 
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
PARENTS AT UNH SUPPORTING EACH 
OTHER (PAUSE): Sponsored by Non-Traditional 
Student Cneter. An informal discussion group for 
parents (students, staff, faculty). Bring your lunch, 
ideas and concerns about being away from your 
children. Tuesday, Non-Traditional Student Center, 
Pettee House, noon to 1 p.m. · 
THE HOOTERS IN CONCERT: Sponsored by 
SCOPE. Friday, September 18, Field house 8 p .m. 
Tickets on sale at MUB Ticket Office, 10 a.m. to 
4 p.m., students $10, general $12. _ 
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HEALTH 
AL-ANON MEETING (OPEN): Spons.ored by 
Health Education Center. Individuals affected by 
anothers use ot alcohol or other drugs. Mondays, 
Room 21, Library, noon to 1 p.m. 
MEETINGS 
MORTAR BOARD MEETING: Frist meeting of 
• the year. Topics of discussion: dates of future 
meetings, formation of programming committees, 
presentation of our goals for this yea_!". Sunday, 
September 13, Room 314, McConnell, 7 p.m·. 
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA: Learn, 
educate and act on issues related to Central America. 
Tuesday, September 165, Merrimack -Room, MUB, 
6-p.m. 
RED CROSS STUDENT COMMITTEE-MEET-
ING: For planning upcoming Red Cross Blood 
Drive. Tuesday, September 15, 12 Dover Road, 
Durham, 7 p.m. Anyone interested is invited or 
can call 868-275 3. · 
-AUDITIONS FOR THE COMEDY "THE DINING 
ROOM": Sponsored by Theater and Dance Dept. 
Open to all UNH Students. Monday, October 5 
and Tuesday, October 6, Jo~nson Th~ater, _Paul 
Arts, 7:30 p.m. Advance reading material available 
in Room M-211, Paul Arts. 
UNH ENTERPRISE ASSOCATION: Students 
interested in personal investing and business 
management are invited to attend an information 
meeting. Thrusday, September 17, Room 201, 
McConnell, 8 p.m. 
The bells in T-h-all have rung tirelessly while the inside to 
the building gets a make-over. (file photo) 
NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMIT- - !TIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines 
TED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV- on proper forms) 
.JOIN NOW ·1earn taekwondo• 
Master Park, 5th degree Black Belt, is demonstrating a flying scis:,or kick. 
_, -
Come study and train Taekwondo, the world's fastest grow,ing and most highly recognized martial art. 
Enjoy the fulfillment of learning dynamic, graceful body techniques, along with improved concentration for self-defense 
or just to enhance your everyday life. 
T aekwondo is for everyone and can be started at any age. 
Taekwondo-fulfills ALL of your physical needs far better than most other sports or exercising methods. 
Master Park has spent most of his life studyiµg and teaching Taekwondo in Seoul, Korea, and brings with him a traditional 
-but modern style. _ 
.THE OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN TAEKWONDO FROM SUCH A PRACTITIONER AND INSTRUCTOR IS VERY . 
FORTUNATE FOR THOSE WHO LIVE IN AND AROUND DURHAM. 
13 Jenkins a. , Durham, New Hampshire -03824 
Master S.11. PIBI (603) 868-1105 
\ 
Subscribe to The Wall Street Journal, 
and enjoy student savings of up to $48. That's quite 
. a bargain, especially when you consider what it 
.,. really represents: Tuition for the real world. 
fro subscribe, call 800-257-1200," Ext. 1066-toll•free7 
I. Or mail to:The Wall Street Journa l, 5003rdA~e. W., Seattle, WA98l19 I 
-1 c: ~ ii~~t~d uw IS wet•k.-; for $26. 0 l'•,iynwnl t•nrha-d. [J Hill nw l;\tt'r. . I 
f ~::,;¥i;~~~,:.,;;::'' ! . 
L:!.ti:~~~1;~;:0_ Exe. 1rJ;_· ,J11i~1- dimyo/lll~· .-1n,.71nm tlnv1111. c~~::n:~11::J 
A single exam 
score maybe 
• more 1mpor.-
tant. than your 
hard-earned 
GPA. 
GAPS gives you the 
knowledge, confidence and the 
competitive edge you need to 
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Take Snapshots as pait · of our staff 
The New Hampshire 
POLICY 
(continued from page 1) 
regulations had not been dis- garbage. . 
cussed by the entire student The most controversial ·evic-
senate so it would not be until tion offense is the organization · 
after Sunday's meeting before of keg par-ties according to 
he could speak un behalf of the Chesney. He said this was 
senate. included because he believes 
Jones said he believed the alcohol should be downplayed · 
policy is "adequate" because the at the U niversi_ty. 
offenses listed should not be "Our norm (on alcohol relat-
. occurring in the dorms. ed incidents) in the past ,_is not 
Jones was critical with the · good enough," said Chesney. "It 
lack of details placed on the has lead tO women being abused, 
poster, however. He said Resi- student's getting -so drunk they 
life did not explain that the nearly died and had to go to the 
eviction verdicts are not final, hospital to get their stomach 
and they can be appealed. pumped. These kinds of things 
"That's the problem with the are not acceptable." 
poster," said Jones, "there's no .-"We want students to enjoy 
fine print." freedoms," he said, "but not the 
Once appealed, Jones said he freedom to be a baffoon." 
was under the .assumption that Residence halls'have received 
the penalty could be lessened. · the message and have calmed 
He said this question would be down compared to last year, 
addressed to Resi-life members according to Jeff Vandebergh, 
at the senate meeting and a Resident Assist.ant (RA) in 
answers t_o the contrary woul~ Congreve Hall . 
. propel his opinion against the Vandebergh said there had 
policy. '· been no cause to write up any 
Chesney said he was happy students as of yet this semester, 
with the controversy stirred up whicfrhe accredited to the flyers. 
by the flyer since it brought the Brian Millet, Stoke RA, said 
discussion of punishment up in the number of minor infractions 
many conversations. He said it have not gone down in Stoke 
was handled in this fashion since Hall but the major issues dis..:. 
. most standard official publjca- cuss~d on the flyers have yet to 
tions end up unread in the surface in the dorms. 
This s1~n warns_o t e new ev1cu~n policies. (Craig Par er . _ : , . 
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(continued from page 1) 
p·ossible" there will he a.con-
vocation every year. 
Dean of Student _Affairs J. 
Gregg Sanborn said, "The mes-
sage is clear ... we have to renew 
our commitment" ·to the uni-
versity . . 
Rob Ro.dler, a junior, said, 
"We should bring it back every 
year. The adminjstration's 
worked hard over the summer 
to help_bring the community 
together." · 
A small tent was pitched 
outside lhe re(:eptiqn area by 
some of the same people who 
protested the university's pol- . 
icies l,ast semester, but it wasn't 
there for protesting purposes. 
Carole Rensalaer said the tent 
was there so the Associated 
Press would know where to find 
. them to get comments. 
While she was "pleased that 
it happened," Rensalaer said 
the university is taking "baby · 
steps ... we need giant steps." _____________ _, Sl1e thought the convocation 
. Student Body President Warner Jones addressed yesterday's was ''really positive," but said 
11:"'. ---~--:---..:..,. ___ -,.1:; ; convocation without the traditional robe. (Cra,ig Parker photo) it is "certainly not going to stop 
it (violente a ainst women)." 
·Before you choose a long distance 
service, take a close look . 
I 
You may be thinking about 
choosing one of the newer 
carriers over AT&T in order to 
save monev. 
Think again.· 
Since January 1987, AT&Ts 
rates have· dropped more than 
15% for direct-dialed out-of-
state calls. So they' re lower than 
you probably realize. For infor-
mation on specific rates, you 
can call us at I 800 222-0300. 
And AT&T offers clear long 
distance connections, operator 
assistance, 24-hour customer · 
service, and immediate credit 
for wrong numbers. Plus, you 
can use AT&T to call from 
anywhere to anywhere, all over 
the United States and to over · 
250 countries. 
You might be surprised at 
how good a value AT&T really 
is. So before you choose a 
long distance company; pick 
up the phone. 
·AT&T. 
The right choice. , 
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The best way .to reach 
10,000 people is through 
the classifieds 
,----------------~-------------------~----------------------------------. 
-Personal-For Sale-Help Wanted-Services-Housing-Lost & Found-Rides-Travel-Yard Sales-Sports 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
I ~ 
RATES: $1.00 for 20 words per insertion 
Each additional run: $1.00 




To Run __ 
Phone: 




This is a compensated position involving 
promotion and subscription sales of the 
-University's award winning student-run -
newspaper. Applicant-wilf also coordinate 
circulation throughout the UN~ ~ommunity~ 
• Sales experience 
• Managem,ent expetience. 
• Valuable resume material 
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The Positive Experience . 
* Scholarship * 
* Fellowship * 
-* Character *, 
.RUSH 
Monday 14th 5.,;Spm 
Beach Party, Cookout 
- Wednesday _l6th 8-lOpm 
Monte Carlo Nite . · 
· - Gambling & Pizza· 
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Editorial 
Jones impressive at Convocation 
The University Convocation held yes-
terday, the first in 14 years at the University 
of New Hampshire, surprisingly pleased 
ma11.y who attended. Student Body President 
Warner Jones received enthusiastic applause 
from the hundreds of students seated in 
the Lundholm Gyrr_nasium hleachers when 
he symbolically removed the traditional 
cap and gown, which he said "separates 
• me from the rest of the student body, which 
I- represent." Jones also cited a practical 
reason for shedding the black gown in the 
humid gym. "It was just too damn hot on 
that stage," he said later. · 
Jones took the podium after President 
Gordon G. Haaland, and John Rogers, 
chairperson of the Academic Senate had 
given careful, diplomatic speeches. How-
ever, students were rightly impressed with 
Jones' direct, plain language speech. 
"Morality. Get used to that word," he 
said. "Each person deserves the same human 
rights as do you." 
Yesterday's Convocation was Jones' first 
speech to the student body as its president. 
Hopefully, the energy he expressed and 
the enthusiasm he excited in the audience 
are an indication of things to come. 
Haaland's speech was noteworthy because 
for the fi rst time since the sexual assault 
hearing · of last· semester, he acknowledged 
that " ... this institution is a place where 
violence against women has occurred and 
is occurring," and issued a strong statement 
against it. "We will not tolerate such actions 
by members of this community against one 
another," he said. · . 
Haaland outlined steps his administration 
are going to take to "eliminate violence 
agaiQst women on this campus," and alcohol 
and drug _abuses. U nfortuhately, the -tangle 
of commtttess and task fortes leaves the 
a~erage student confused and skeptical. 
Like Andrew Beal, junior Animal 
Science/Business' major, who said while 
filing out of the Convocation, 'TU be. 
satisfied when action appears." 
Haaland also did a )ot of cheerleading 
Blood 
met all needs! This year, the pledged $100,000 each tor the 
estimate of usage is 86, 750 _pints return of a live American Prison ' 
to meet the ever increasing calls of Wl!r to a United States govern-
for help! ment facility. Congressman Smith 
In the ·next issue, I will explain has not merely made a generous 
To the Editor: the protection we offer the donor offering
, he has had the courage 
for UNH by calling attention to the 
University's accomplishments, a well-
intentioned attempt to bolster our sagging 
self-image. However, more importantly 
he emphasized the importance of a sense 
of community. 
While students should supp0rt sincere 
efforts to create a healthy community 
atmosphere and campus life, they should 
·also watch what is being done about the 
problems that have. been undermining that 
goal: housing shortages, ridiculous parking 
problems, and insensitivity to the needs 
of commuters, over half of the student body, 
who are systematically disenfranchised from 
the University "community." 
Overall, students should have been 
impressed and encouraged by the Convo-
cation, which perhaps will become an annual 
event. Also impressive, for those who 
_noticed, was the fact that President Haaland 
was one of the only people at the Convo-
·cation who knew the words to the Alma 
Mater. 
The New Hampshire 
ELIZAJ3ETH B. COTE, Editor-in-Chief 
We are delighted that you are a_nd t~e recipient as together we to come for
ward with a bold initi-
here again and we can see our loyal . fight illness! · ative tha
t will obtain the release 
friends soon! You have been terribly Have a good weekend and re- of our m
en still serving in South 
missed but now Durham has come memb~r how much you are all . Asia. I am
 encouraged that men of 
back "to life!" . appr,eciated by your Red Cross! It Congress
man Smith's caliber. are 
We are afao pleased that we can won ~ be too long before we can stepping forward o
n behalf of those · 
JOANNE MARINO, Managing Editor 
BRYAN E. ALEXANDER, News. Editor 
PAUL SWEENEY, Sports Editor 
STEPHEN SKOBELEFF Managing Editor 
JAY KUMAR, News Editor 
RICK KAMPERSAL, Sports Editor . 
CRAIG PARKER, Photo Editor 
ARi"HUR UZIE, Arts Editor 
meet newcomers and welcome them meet 10 person. brave Am
ericans. · 
STU EVANS, Photo. Editor 
G.THOMAS ALEY, Forum Editor 
to the UNH traditional support of Jarry Stearns 
your D~rham Red Cross blood Blood Chairperson -
drives. Durham Red Cross 
KAREN PSZENNY, Business Manager 
PAULINE TREMBLAY, Advertising Manager · 
To celebrate with you, our first 
item of the academic year will be 
"the year of the Cat" and-we have 
a change in · time for you! 
To make it easier for you, from 
Monday, September 21st through 
Friday, September 23rd. You may 'f 
join us from 12 noon to 5 p.m. at 
the Granite State Room of the 
Memorial Union Building. 
While summer vacations are 
almost at an end, September is a 
very serious month for blood supply 
since many donors are still absent 
from their home site. 
More medical techniques· are now 
being done in our regional hospital~ 
with many more demands on Red 
Cross. When our Vermont-New 
Hampshire Blood Services began 
in 1950, 12,500 pints, generously 
given, \Vere collected ~hat year and 
M.LA.S 
Sincerely, 
Elizabeth Ann Stewart 
Daughter of Col. Peter J. Stewart 
USAF, Missing in ~ctio_n }j 15 / 66 
Advertising Aaaoclalea Jennifer White ' 
Chris Germain Photographers 
Joseph Nelson Bryan Alexander 
Paul Ratcliffe Loreen Costello 
Aul Bualneaa Mgr. Debbie Corcoran 
Katen Pszenny, ' Peter Katz 
To the Editor: 
ClrculallonMgr. Joanne Marino 
Tracy Parker Marla G. Smith 
Thanks to Congressman Robert 
Aul Sports Editor Peter Tamposi 
Smith, July 15, 1987 was one of the 
Rick Kampersal Production Aaal1tant 
Copy Readers Joanne Marino 
most promising days that families etters to t e e 1tor S OU Eller! Harris St
aff Reporter 
of American servicemen still held 
Lisa Sinatra Frank Moore 
· · e typed 'nd s ·g d d Marianne Steen Reporte
rs 
captive 1n Southeast Asia have a 1 ne ' an Pauline Tremblay Jo
anne Bourbeau 
experienced in their long years of us t inc_ lude an add fess New, Brief Editor D
ayna Bradfield 
waiting. On March 15, 1966, my · 
Lisa Sinatra Kelly Briggette 
d 1 h t
. f Graphics Managers Steve Ciarametaro 
father, Col. Peter J. Stewart, was n te ep one numuer or Debbie Bellavance C
ara Connors 
shot down over North Vietnam 
Marjorie Otterson Susan Davis 
while on an armed reconnaissance erificatioh. g;~::0~~:•int, ~~~~~b~udek 
mission, In my 21 years of waiting, Address,, all rnail to: Carolyn Eastman M
ichael Fogerty 
the recent action by tongressman 
Nancy Fitzgerald · Peter Hanson 
Smith has given me the greatest The New Hcimpshire, g:~dH;i~
1~X ~~[~s1~;!~~nberg 
hope for his release. Room 151, Patricia Lickfield Ci
ndy Mathieson 




















Congressman Smith along with MUB JoAnn Schambier Julie
 McDonald 
20 of his .colleagues, per~o.na!ly .&.-.----,-•·•----• •----Li-sa_s_in_a_tra _____ E•d•w-ar•d•M•c-Ke_,y __ ;_ ________ _, 
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Univer~i~y Foru·m 
A voice for the future 
Because ·<?f the coptinuous growth 
of the town of Durham and the 
renewed focus on the University 
Community the time -has come for . 
,, some pertinent questions t_o be 
answered. How can we as a Uni-
versity Comm~nity have a direct 
affect upon the descision making 
_process in the Town of Durham? 
We need to have a · voice on the 
Durham Town Council! 
The Town Council is the govern-
ing body r~gulating all descisions 
regarding to:Vn policies, which 
have a direct affect on the U niver-
~ity Community. Specifically, . the 
Town Council rules on open con-
tainer laws, housing ordinances, 
and zoning laws. 
Students at UNH should be 
int~rested in their representation 
on the. Town Council due to . the 
condnuous growth. of the Durham 
Community and the new town 
Charter· establishing nine new 
positions for the Town Council. _ 
At this point in time we have an 
opportunity to join in the decision-
making process that will directly 
affect the -University. We should 
welcome and take advantage of this 
great opportunity, and can by 
voting for a university represen-
tative. 
An obvious question would be: 
"Ha.w will this representation 
benefit UNH?" It would enable 
us to influence decisions and air 
the concerns of UNH students, 
faculty, and staff, r~gar.ding all 
town policies. 
Hopefully, the next _question 
. would be: "How ,does one vote for 
the Town Council?" Registration 
will· be at Town Hall through 
October 24, 1987, ·and a proof of 
citizenship is required: ·passport 
or birth certificate. Those of you 
who haye neither, please, do not 
avoid registering. Call home for 
either! After all, you will need them 
'to vote in the presidential primary 
The real UNH 
Let me see if I have the world of UNH straight. 
Besides knowing what those le~t~~s stand for, I 
have learned several other handy mmals; ~UB(you 
have to pronounce it as a word, because 1f you ~ay 
''.em you bee" people wo·n't know what you are talking 
a~ut). DCE students, ~. E. m~jors, A-lot and T-
Hall. Great, higher education has JUSt been condensed 
to a series of initials. . 
Next lesson: Registration is a twelve letter word 
that stands for "pain in the bum." Wasn't it _fun 
1 waltzing past sweaty locker rooms into_ tbe field 
house, only to discover that your I.D. picture got 
taken with your eyes closed?_ ~nd th~n, you had 
to join the mob of students wa1~mg to fm~ out what 
computer warp was in posses10n of their student 
loan check. The fl you fin ally pu~led your schedule 
out of the envelope. And the loser 1s .. . hold the phone-
you didn't get your chemistry lecture, b~t hey, t~ey 
· got you into the l_ab you wanted; you re a sen10r 
anthropology maJor and there· are absolutely _no 
· anthropology classes listed; a~d reme11:1ber putting 
down that alternative select10n as a Joke? Guess 
what-you got it-Women's studies in lieu of Macro 
Economics. God bless the fraternities for having 
the guts to station their booths in front of the escape 
hatch. 
Boys and girls, can you drop and add classes 
without any difficulty? Sure, I knew ya could. Tell 
me, how many of you Sam Smith supporters (say 
that ten times fast) showed up en masse .tQ add 
Food and People? How many have been doing so 
for the past two se:mesters? Oops, missed again. 
. Or, if you are an English major, like me, you s?on 
d'iscover that September of '86 was a good time · 
to get on the waiting list for this fall's writing classes. 
You folks that are b9uncing around campus with 
contented smirks can't have a winning streak forever, 
ya know. Have you tried getting your parking 
permit? Ha ha they're all -out. Don't wo~ry, if I g~t 
desperate I'll sell you my general. I Just had 1t 
appraised at $100 by some poor soul who has to . 
commute from Epping. 
I'll save my praise for the metriculator who has, 
obtained housing. That entails coming up with a 
by Tim Silk & Jay Gould 
anyway, so get a head start. Voting 
begins on November 3, 1987. 
Now, who will be the people 
who you will be voting for? Stu-
dents, faculty, and staff members 
that are interested, and who are . 
representative of the views and _ 
concerns of the University Com-
munity. In the coming weeks you 
will be more informed on who your 
. candidates will be. 
We are not here to confront the 
town of I)urham with ,radical 
. views, but we are here to work 
together in order to . enhance 
community life in Durham. Our 
goals are to have representation 
for this University in the town 
government. We can not accomp-
lish our goals alone, but we can 
reach them together. We urge you 
to become familiar with the issues, 
voice your concerns, and most of 
· all, to get out and vot~ ! 
Jay Gould, SFU 
Tim Silk, student activist 
by M.P. Allison 
security deposit when you've been slammed an $81 
dorm damage bill from last year, plus springin, 
for a mile long list of phone calls that aren't your~ 
Finding a place to hang your hat is made easie 
by following up on the ads posted here and there 
-that is UNH myth #57. The phone call you mak . 
results in either a no answer, a "not vacant anymore 
or .a husky-voiced bloke named Butch, who say 
you can share his pad if you don't mind living i1 
the. basement with no parking privileges. 
Now really, I'm being much too harsh. God lov 
those of you who have radiant IDs, are firm! 
established in your courses and are perched on th 
bed in your dorm room as you read this. I don' 
suspect that the starting-up scene is any differen 
at other coll€ges. So sit back, don't organize an 
keg parties, make sure that no one uses the pain 
· tree you bought at the MUB as a stale beer .receptica 
buy your supplies at the Off Price Outlet and don' 
let your roomies see the cookies in your care packag 
(Or that you were the last one added to CS 406' 
10 o'clock class.) Onward scholastic soldiers. , 
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An u~id)entified woman was hurt yesterday in a bicyl_ing accident in front of Congreve. (Mark 
Hamilton photo) . · , 
----NICARAGUA---
<cominued from page 2) · 
allowing him to come to Nica-
ragµa. 
Said Kohn, ···1t just surprises 
me that I should be able to work 
in a country like Nicaragua, 
· where our country is trying to 
overthrow their gove,rnment-
and their government would let _ 
me come in without my finger-
prints and that kind of stuff." 
A joint U.S.-Nicaraguah ven-
ture that may appear to give 
indirect support to the Sandi-
nista regime could become con-
- troversial, particularly in light 
of the upcoming Congressional 
votes on mil itary aid tb the 
Contras. However, Kohn .says 
he does not know of any indi-
vidual or group which oppeses 
his trip on political grounds. 
Kohn is. trying t_a find spon-
sors for his trip. He will discuss 
the dairy farm project at 7,)0 
p.m. on Monday, September 14, 
at the .Newmarket Community 
Church on Route 108. He leaves 
by plane for Nicaragua on · 
September 30. 
Letters to the~ editor should be 
~ typed and signed and must in-
clude an address and telephone . 
number for verification. 
Address all mail to: 
---------------...--------------------_..,. The New Hampshire ~ Room 151, Write news for THE NEW HAMPSHIRE and have your 
name in print 
©1987 Hewlett-Packard Company PG 12703 
MUB 
We know that a 
cheap calculator can 
cost you blood, sweat 
and time. -
Investing in a 
Hewlett-Packard cal-
culator, on the other 
hand, cah save you 
.time·' and again. 
HP calculators not 
· -only have better func-
- , tions. They function 
- better. Without stick-
ing keys and bad . 
connections. _ 
Through October 
31, you can get the 
cream of the calcula-
tors at a non-fat price. 
We're cutting $10 
· off the HP-12C. That 
buys you more built-
in functions than any-
one else's financial 
calculator. 
And we're giving 
· · a~ay a free Advantage 
Module, a $49 value, 
with every HP-41 
Advanced Scientific 
calculato'r you buy. 
This 12 K-byte plug-
iri, menu-driven.ROM 
was designed spe-
cially for students. 
So drop by your 
campus bookstore and 
compare HP calcula-
tors with the rest. By 
midterm, you' ll see 
whata deal this is._ 
----~---7 1 FREE $49 H P-41 - -
I ADVANTAGE MODULE I 
I with ptlrchase of H P-41. Pur- I 
I chase must be made between I 
I 
August 15, 1987, ancl October 31, I 
1987. See your local IIP cle;iler 
I for details and official reclernp- , I 
tion fon11. Rebate or free f\fod- I 
1- ule will be sent in 6-8 weeks. 
I OR $10 OFF AN HP-12C. I 
L __ _: ___ -' _ _J fr/iiJI HEW LETT 11!.l.!.it PAC KAAO 
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September UNH Theater Celebrity Series 
By Jim Carroll 
September is a busy month 
on the calendar of the UNH 
Celebrity Series. Within the 
next 20 days there wiII' be six 
performances of dance, theater, 
and music, ranging in styles 
from the traditional Shakes -
peare to the more modern sights 
and sounds of modern dance and 
new wave music. Tickets-for 
individual events and subscrip-
tions to the entire Cdebrity 
Series are available at the MUB 
ticket office. 
Tomorrow night marks the 
first event of the series with 
Jennifer ·Muller and her dance 
company The Works. Beginning 
at 8 P.M. in the Johnson theater 
of the Paul Creative Arts Center 
(PCAC), The Works will per-, 
form three works entitled 
"Couches," "The Enigma," and 
. "Speeds." Using the music of 
Laurie Anderson, David Byrne, 
and Brian Eno, and describing 
t_heir works with quotes from 
Webster's Dictionary and the 
I Ching, The Works promises 
to be creative and highly orig-
inal. 
• On Friday the 18th the series 
will .continue at 8 P.M. in the 
Johnson Theater, PCAC, with 
a recital by Boston based pianist 
· Christopher O'Riley. Having 
once been an artist in residence 
at the Library of Congress, 
O'Riley has performed with 
. symphony orchestras across the 
country and is considered one 
of the most important per-
formers around. Marilyn Tucker 
of the San Francisco. Chronicle · 
has described O'Riley's playing 
as being "marked by immaculate 
articulation, diamond-bright 
tone, clarity of phrasing and 
ingratiating style." 
Actors from the London Stage 
will provide us with three 
performances and many appear-
. ances in English, history, and 
theater classes this month dur-
ing their nine day residency here 
at UNH. Comprised of actors 
Sam Dalem, Vivien Heilbron, 
Clifford Rose, Richard Simpson, 
and Julia Watson, Actors from 
the Lon·don Stage will give 
performances of William Sha-
kespeare's Twelfth_ Night on 
Tuesday the 22nd and Thursday 
the 24th, both at 8 P.M. in the 
Johnson Theater, PCAC. On 
Saturday the 26th they will 
perform George Bernard Shaw 
This Evening, a collection of 
_ works by Shaw, in the Granite 
State room of the MUB at 8 P.M. 
The Portland Symphony Or.:. 
chestra will provide the last 
. performance of the Celebrity 
Series this month, though cer-
tainly not the last performance 
of the year. Travelling all the 
way from Portland Maine, the 
orchestra will perform Rimsky-· 
Korsakov's "Scheherazade," and 
Enesco's "Romanian Rhapsody 
No. 1," as well as appearing with 
pianist Gabriela lmreh for a 
rendition of Rachmaninoff's 
"Piano Concerto No. l." 
Other Celebrity Series events 
this semester will include so-
prano Elly Ameling, and the 
Royal W innepeg Ballet. 
If one would like to take full 
_advantage of the cultural op-
portunities UNH has to offer, 
the Celebrity Series is one of 
the many outstanding programs · 
to be found. 
David Bowie 
in Foxborough , 
David Bowie 
Sullivan Stadium, Foxborough, MA 
September 3, l987 the rest of his band. Instead, he 
By Arthur Lizie descended from the heavens 
Those among the 61,000 dressed in a striking red suit'. 
often chilled bodies attending seated in a chair, narrating into 
the David Bowie event at Sul- a telephone/ microphone the 
livan Stadium were most likely descriptive narrative which tells 
disappointed if they expected the tale of the glass spiders. It 
to see a bonafide rock and roll was drama such as this which 
concert. On the other hand, set the stage for the rest of the 
those expecting to see a spec- night. 
ta~ular blend of rock, _theater, The evening was a mesh of 
and dance, were handsomely music, danc€, and theater which 
rewarded by rock's -supreme melted together to give a cohe-
chameleon. · sive taste of perhaps the real 
In his ever luring style, the Bowie'. Luckily, the music, the 
show opened_ with guitarist most important part of the 
Carlos Alomar taking center show, was consistently stimu-
stage and blazing competent, lating, rarely being interfered 
if useless guitar solos. Soon, a with by the other happenings. 
voice from above bellowed, · The selection was well mixed 
"Shut Up!" This went on a few between the new ("Glass .Spid-
times until from above came a er" "Absolute Beginners' '. "Nev-
light, as the tremendous spider er Let Me Down"), the older 
which covered the entire area ('Jean Genie" "Fame"), and the 
of the enormous stage lite up obscure ("Sons Of The Silent 
the darkened stage_. The begin- Age'_' "All The Madmen" "Big 
ning notes of "Glass Spider" Brother"), The only disappoint-
soon filtered through the speak- ment was the lack of any mate-
ers as the band, accompanied rial frorp his Ziggy Stardust 
by five dancers, appeared one days, which he has admitted to 
by one on the stage. being bored with. 
Of course, . always one fo r The band was well rehearsed 
getting one up on the next guy, and quite tight. Old fr iend Peter 
Bowie himself could not concede Frampton, who could have fi lled 
to merely __ w_a~ ~n stage_~ ith the stadium himself ten years 
Jennifer Muller and The Works appear tomorrow night at 8 p.m: in the Johnson: 
Theat_er as part of the Celebrity ?eries. · 
UNH Music 
Events 
By Arthu:r Lii ie 
During the 1987-88 school 
year, the University of New 
. Hampshire's D'epa'rtme'nt· of 
Music will offer over one 
hundred different events de-
signed to entertain, enl1ghten, 
and stimulate. Included in this 
multitude of events are perfor-
. mances in the .Faculty Concert 
Series·, the Traditional .J az.z, 
Series, the Celebrity Series, 
student and guest recitals, and 
· Noted pianist Christopher O'Riley appears in the Johnson Theater 
on Friday, Sept 18 at 8 p.m, (C_hristian Stainer photo) . , 
·ago, played styl ish .ye t never mine Rojas also stood out in 
flashy guitar. His high moments supporting roles. 
occurred during. "China Girl, " Dance, not usually an art form 
on whic h_ he expanded and as socia ted with live rock and 
exploded Stevie Ray Vaughan's roll, played a large part in the 
album version and 'Jean Genie" presentat ion of the show. Al -
on which he traded brutal leads though at times the five dancers 
with long-time Bowie sideman from the La La La Human Steps 
Carlos Alomar. Keyboardi st company overstepped thei r 
Erdal Kizilcay ~°:d bassist Car- _ 
1
BOWIE, page 16 
other special events. Most of 
the events are free and open to 
the public. . 
The melodic rustling leaves 
of September bring with them 
six Music departmerit events, 
This Sunday, Sept. 13 at 3 p.m. 
a sonata recital featuring Ruth 
Edwards 00. piano and guest 
/artist Carol Hall, a violinist, 
· marks the inagural concert in 
the Fall Faculty Concert. The 
'.' confert tak~~ place _in _t,he Brat-
to·n· recita1 Ha'll oI the Paul 
Creative Arts ·center (PCAC). 
The Traditional Jazz Series 
swings into action on Monday, 
Sept. 14 at 8 p.m. in the Straf-
ford Room of the Memorial 
Union Building(MUB). The 
Dave Whitney Quintet will be 
performing. General Admission . · 
ticket price is $5.00 while stu-
dents and senior citizens admis-
sion is $4.00. 
Pianist Christopher O'Riley 
performs · on Friday, Sept. 18 at 
8 p.m. in the Johnson Theater 
of PCAC as part of the Sep-
tember Arts Festival. Tickets 
for this event are $8.00 for 
students, $10.00 for faculty and 
staff of the University and 
retirees, and $12.00 for the 
general public. 
Also appearing as p'1rt of the 
September Arts Festival is the 
Portland Symphony Orchestra. 
The Orchestra perform at the 
Johnson Theater on Friday, Sept 
2-5 at 8 p.m. The ticket prices 
for this event follow the saine 
$8.00/$ 10.00/ $12.00 format as 
above. 
· Saturday the 26th finds two 
music department happenings, 
one on campus, one off. The first 
event, a guest recital featuring · 
Carl Adams on flute and James 
Staples.on piano, takes place 
at 3 p.m. in the Bratton recital 
Hall of PCAC. The second 
event, taking place -at 7 p.m. at 
Dover's St.Joseph's ~hurch, 150 
Central A venue, is the second 
pe rformance in the Faculty 
concert Series . Robert Stibler 
on trumpet and John Skelton 
on organ are the featured artists. 
The music department can 
be contacted at 862-2404 for 
info r m ation on . addi t ional 
events throughout the year. 
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do what you have to do, right? 
Wrong. For years R.E.M. have 
been screaming integrity, and · 
sincerity, and all kind of other 
By Ric Dube -itys that proclaim a distaste for 
It's about a month shy of a radio and a disgust for MTV. 
· year since the crisp October eve compromising and begging at 
that four boys from Georgia this point in their career smells 
rolled their tractor trailors into like hypocrisy. 
the UNH Field House and Document has its moments. 
attempted to give. the people "Oddfelloews Local 151" is a 
what· they wanted. Their effort finale of exceptional intensity . 
involved ringing guitars, driving the like of which hasn't been 
percussion, catchy tunes, ab- seen since "Little America'' 
stract poetry, dream-like lightn- wrapped up Reckoning. It's 
ing, pensive films, and passion- slow, plodding, metal beat is 
ate vocals. A splendid time was kind of a departure for the boys, 
guarenteed for all. Unfortunate- and the disjointed tale it tells 
ly, the result involved preten- is the kind of yarn Stipe used 
tious, success hardened egoism, to spin. Adorable. Visions of 
an over rambunctious crowd, burning barns and steam engine 
insufficient security, a· tour fire trucks, all in ~.:rackled, noisy, 
mamagementreportedly impos- black and white film whirr 
sible to work with, sub-standard through the listener's he~d, 
sound, and a show that has "Wash ~!f the blood/ Wash off 
alledgedly caused the band to the rum. 
R.E.M.: Mike Mills, Bill Berry, Peter Buck, and Michael Stipe (Sandra-Lee Phipps) . 
bad mouth Durham, New "Exhuming McCarthy" is 
Hampshire all the way into catchy enough to be considered 
North Carolina. Stories like this good, and "Wekome To The 
_ litter their last tour._ In short, . Occupation," while nothing 
BOWIE 
rightful place in the show and 
cluttered the stage, they were 
usually an interesting and in-
tegral part of the performance. 
Their biggest impact came 
during "Fashion," in which they 
battled Bowie in a street gang 
manner, twisting and turning 
the former Thin White Duke 
in, around and over their bodies, 
and "Loving The Alien" on 
which pairs of dancers created . 
bizarre• five armed creatures. 
As can b~ seen from the 
stylish dance routines, dramatics 
and theatrics abounded. Not 
only did Bowie make his initial 
appearance a splendid occasion, 
but he also made his encore 
appearance co_unt. Again, the 
band began to pound out "Time" 
and suddenly, from the head of 
the giant spider, perched high 
atop the stage, Bowie appeared 
and spread his wings for all to 
see. He soon descended to the 
stage via a rope. This is certainly 
not your typical rock fare. 
Also included in the theatrics 
were the two large video screens 
which afforded a better view of 
the stage to the masses in the 
back of the stadium. Throughout 
most of the show, Bowie never 
even- made reference to the 
screens, ·but, ever the consum-
mate showman, one could tell 
he was readily aware of their 
presence. Only at the end of the 
regular set during "Fam~" (at 
one point interjected with a 
"What is it good for?" from_ 
"War") did he look straight into 
the camera, asking "What's your 
;> " name .. 
The show closed with a kick-
out-the-jams version of "Mod-
ern Love" which would have fit 
into any rock show. Although 
the rest of the presentation was 
not for everybody, those who 
kept an open mind were greeted 
with a very successful sensual 
treat. David Bowie does it large 
scale, differently, and, most 
importantly, right. 
Hurrah! 
Tell God I'm Here 
·The Smiths and many other 
import bands that many people 
resent. 'Not that they don't 
Arista Records deserve this label, but hopefully 
By Arthur Lizie people will be able to get past 
Tell God I'm Here sounds like the image and get down to 
a very-egotistical title, and in- enjoying the band's music, 
all likely hood, Hurrah! will be which · is tasteful formulaic pop 
' lumped into the ego genre of. with a punch. 
__ bands along with The Alarm, __ The trio is comprised of Pau! 
R.E.M. are on the defensive. · exceptional, is a pop tune_ the 
Their new Lp, entitled Doc- way R.E.M. does 'em, which is 
ument, seems to be something generally good. Scott Litt's 
of an after thought to the past production (dB's, Katrina and 
few months of w·riting, rehears- The Waves) seems to be just 
ing, and recording. True, Doc- what the band was looking for, 
ument can boast R.E.M.'s best and fits the band comfortably; 
folk and roll rave up ever (the at least for this material. Tne 
perfect "It's The End Of The production on the record would 
World As We Know It"), but · be atrocious on songs from 
it also embarassingly contains Murmur, but a producer is there 
a few of their most uninspired to figure out what works and 
pieces of boredom ("Strange" what doesn't. Tip o' the hat to 
"King Of Birds"). Litt. 
This record is up and down, Barring Bill Berry's fabulous 
good and bad, left and right, and drumming throughout; songs 
pretty much any other plus and like "Lightnin' Hopkins" are 
minus you can think of. Eleven completely inexcusable. It's hard 
songs, ,faithfully plodded to believe that of the songs that 
through and produced excep- the band is currently working 
tionally, have some quality and with, Document represents the 
bop to them, but never quite best of the lot. · 
come together to become an Thankfully Mike Mill's vocal 
album debut on "Superman" from Li/ es 
Kicking off side one with Rich Pageant nabbed him some,. 
"Finest Worksong", the listener clout in the singing department.' 
is greeted with a beat, rhythm, His vocals here are more up-
and vocal arrangement that, front than ever, and it works. 
although ·appealing, ·sounds well. Peter Buck's guitar playing 
almost more familiar than it is as it has always been, no less 
should. Perhaps the more com- impressive anyways, except his 
prehensive ..R.KM. fan will exceptional sitar debut on "King 
recall ."Boy (Go)," the 1985 Of Birds." 
Golden Palomino song that . No, Document, if you will 
Michael Stipe sang from which . rockument, is not an embarass-
"Worksong" is compl_etely tak- · ing record for R.E.M., but it 
en. certainly seems to be their least 
. The first single is "The One sigl)ificant. Not really a point 
I Love," a song which, although in their favor, especially for a 
pure R.E.M:, may -turn off too band on the defensive, but 
many as an obvious stab at top R.E.M.'s life is nobody's but 
forty radio. That assumption their own, and perhaps their 
may be true, and in most cases business manager's, and the 
would be fairly excusable-you impact should be such. 
to the Australian sound of 
Hoodoo ·Guru's David Faulkner 
and · INXS' Michael Hutchense. 
Nothing original, just enjoyable .. 
It is not at all surprising that 
the band sound somewhat sim-
ilar to The Alarm, because, like 
the Welsh quartet, U2's Bono 
liked them enough to have the 
band open some live dates in 
London. The band has gathered 
quite a following in the UK, in 
part due to the supporting slot 
on the tour, but they are still 
Handyside, Taffy Hughes, and mostly unknowr:i here in the 
David Porterhouse, the first two states. 
handling guitar chores while The album's most interesting 
the latter chugs out on bass. This track is "Who Wants To Live 
combo creates a melodic guitar By Love Alone," which features 
attack not unlike The Alarm's a thrilling crescendo combined 
potent blast. The singing, often with an acoustic guitar ramble 
. soaring dual harmonies, is often that would do Johnny Marr 
quite reminiscent of the Alarm, ·proud. . . 
although ~om~times it stray_s __ "I Would ·If I Could'! 1s a · 
charming, uptempo yet non-
dancy tune wich highlights a 
bouncy, jingling guitar. 
"Walk In The Park" is quite 
simply, a good pop song: a 
rhythm that will keep your toes 
tapping, a guitar line you can 
hum, and . lyrics that are fun: to 
sing. · 
Lyrics, unfortunately, are not 
the group's forte. Like many 
bands who seem to project an 
air of wordly importance, their 
most important thing in life 
turhs out to be themselves. 
Hurrah!, although not espe-
cially different or innovative, 
are an enjoyable band to listen 
to. Tell God I'm Here is a step 
in the right direction. Since the 
music is at least as good as most 
. of the stuff on the radio, hope-
fully we'll be hearing more of 
them here in the sta~es. 
• I 
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The 
Bloom County Collect_ion 
~~ . 
TOUR CITIE? LISTED' 
ON BACK OF SHIRT 
WORLD TOUR 
White T-Shirt 
Qty _____ Size(s)_ __ _ 
BILLY i THB BOIBGBRS BOOTLEG 
Berke Breathed's latest 
ORAL BILL 
White . T-Shirt 
book - personally autographed 
by the author, exclusively 
from Guy Glenn Graphics. 
Also . includes a 45 record 
with the hits "BILLY & THE 
BOINGERS" & "U STINK BUT I 
LOVE YOU". 
Qty _____ Size(s)_ __ _ 
Li~t .Price $7.95 




Qt y _____ Size(s)_ __ _ 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty._:_ __ Size(sL---
. STARSHIP ENTERPOOP 
White T-Shirt 
Qty _____ Size(s) ___ _ 
White Sweatshirt 




Lt. Gr-ey T--Shirt 
,. Qt~·-:-.:-:--S,Jze(sL __ _ 
White Sweatshirt 
Oty. ____ Size(sL~--
ORIGINAL BILL THE CAT . 
Lt. Gr-ey T-Shirt 
Qty _____ Size(sL __ _ 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty ___ ..;._Size(sL __ _ 
MOM QUEST-OPUS GOES HOME 
Beautifully photogrpphed 
calendar and story of Opus' 
trip to Antartica to· search 
for h'is mom. Personally · 
autographed by Berke ~reathed, 
exclusively from Guy Glenn 
Graphics. 
List Price · $7.95 · 
, Plus Postage $1. 50 
Qty. __ 
·NEW BILL THE CAT 
Lt. Gr-ey T-Shirt 
Qty _____ Size(sL __ _ 
. HEAVY METAL OPUS 
White T-Shirt 
Qty. ____ Size(s) ___ _ 
White Sweatshirt , 
Qty. ____ Size(s)_ ___ . 
White Sweatshirt --
Qt y _____ Size(sL___ 6.,µ4-a. Cd:{. 
__ VISA ~- MASTERCARD __ EXP.DATE 
Tees: s, M, L, ·xL 
Sweats: M, L, XL 
$12.45 ea. postpaid 
$22.45 ea. postpaid 
NUMBER ___ ~-----------'-
NAME __________ ~------
SIGNATURE ______ ___:,. _____ _ 
SHIP TO: --------------------
CO residents add 4.1 % sales tax. 
1\llow 4-6 weeks delivery for personal checks. 
MAIL TO: 
GUY' GLENN GRAPHICS 
DEPT. / 8 ·5 
P.O. BOX 3953 
EVERGREEN, CO 80439-3430 
(303) 67 4-8667 
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM 
.BLOOM COUNjrY 
Ol!VeR .1 /;lON'r lEflVe us 
70 YOVR PA5T / . 1H€ MO/JEl<N 
WOfl.l[J l:J :JHINY. .. 8(/T lf'.5 '\ 
flt.SO cow _I H€K€ ,,. 5/IY 
H€UO tO 50M£0N€ YOV 
HIW€N'F 5€€N fOt< 
AWHU ... 
1P ,, / 
KUDZU 
DEARLY B.ELOV€ D, 
. SRO.HER LEROY 
AS'-IL\P5 \5 GOt-lt -
NOW ! .. .PbS5E.D AWA'/! ... 
DEAD AS A DP.VGUM 
DOORNAlL. ! .. '. 
SHOE 
... 1-lE'.SOU,A l--\ERE! ... 
HE'S A MEMORY! .. . 
HE'6 H15"'fORY.' .. . 
HE'S AR<;:\-\NES .' ... 
OF- COU/<GE. 
by Mike Peters · 
by Berke Breathed 






By Doug Marlette 
... PAG\NG MR. ~161-tLIP~!-. 
PAGING MR. ~\S\-\L\D5!. .. 
SORRY! ... -n-\E L\Gl-tt5 
ARE OU1·A1'lD NOBODY'S 
HOME! ... 
l MEAN I \.-\E Y.' 
W\4YGLO.S5 
OVER rr?~ 
.. · by Jeff MacNel/y 
ML( cAT/tG J,IA,S ~eEN 
CAIJ$1NG 'Dl~OF<D~ roJ.?. 
A LONG TIME. ... 
· is mother's smile, 
is father's eyes, and 
is grandfather's 
arthritis. 
For more information 
about arthritis. contact 
your local Arthritis 




• Advanced statistics HP-28C 
• Unit conversion 
• 250 programmable 
commands and 
functions 
• 60 direct keyboard 
commands 
• Separate alpha and 
. - ' ~ numeric keyboards 
• Four-line LCD disp1a1 
• Infrared printer interlace 
• Folding "clamshell" case Mtg. Sugg. Rel. $235 
• Battery power (3" N" 
' Cells) 
HP-41CV 







• Portable. Battery oper-
ated. Carry the HP-41 in 
)<)Ur pocket or briefcase. 
· • Built•ln operating 
system, 12K operaling 
sys1em allows for imme-
diate solu1t0ns to com-
plex problems, 
• Four Input/output 
pons, Plug in ROM 
Sottwara modules or add 
to existing memory 
capaclly with plug-in 
memory modules, 
Mfr. Sugg. Rel. $249 • HP41CV-2233 bytes of 
~179 
memory or 319 data 
registers. 
• HP41CX•3122 bytes of 
, 'Send proof of purchase memory or 446 dala 
10 Hewlet1-Packard
0
and registers plus lime and 
receiw FREE Advantage calendar functions . 
. ROM _Module. .. ' Offer good 8/15/87 





The standard for Finance rebate from 
and Real Es1a1e Hewlell-Packard. 
• !~1~~i~:~~ens~~~~ems $72 •Elek-Tek Price 
• Discouni casn Hows -10 Rebate 
• Find bond yields & --
matur,ty dates $62 Your Final Cost 
• Determine deprecia-
tion schedules Offer good 8/15187 
• Examine business thru 10/31/87 · 
trends plus shipping & handling 
• HP11C Scientific $41 
• HP15C Adv. Scientific $72 
·• HP16C Proarammer 186 
• HP18C Bualne•• Conaultant S129 
• HP82240A IA Printer-18C/28C S100 
• HP82104A Card R■acler-HP-41 S139 
• HP82143A Thermal Printer-HP-41$275 
• HP2225 ThlnkJ■t Printer fAIII S350 




CALL TOLL FREE 800-621-1269 
UCUT IWIIDIS, AlASU 
CANADIAN TOLL FREE 800-458-9133 
Accessories discounted too. MasterCard er Visa 
by phone or mail. Mail cashier's check, Money 
?s1ii!',::~~~~.\.~~~2'd n$'1 %·~sPii;,:;~~ ~.;00 
add'I shpg & handl. Shpts to IL address add 7% 
~c'.i-~~:~~~~-~~~f~g~;, ~/~il~i:r/e"e";,i..9&1og ,,, 
ldent. replacements wit~in 30 days of purchase 
for defective mdse. only. ALL ELEK· TEK 
MERCHANDISE IS BRAND NEW, 1ST QUALITY 
ANO COMPLETE. 
_ELEK·TEl:(4inc. 
6557 N. Lincoln Ave .• Chicago. IL 606~5 
312-677-7660 ~ 
I 
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...... REWARDING ... II 
-
11
, ••· CHALLENGING ... II • 
II ••• VALUABLE EXPERIENCE ..... 
. ·, Ill LOVE THIS JOBI" . 
The Training in Academjc Skills (TASk) Cent.er 
is now hiri-ng students for the position of 
tutor/couns.elor. Tutor/counselors are trained 
to teach a variety of study strategies and 
provide other academic support to fellow 
students on a one-to-one basis. 
- If you are a sophomore, Junior or senior in 
· good academic standing an_d want t_o work in_ a 
stimulating and supportive environment, come 
· interview with us~ Work study preferred. · 
For mor~ information or to app 1 y II drop by the 
----, TASk Center at 21 Madbury Road (the red and 
· white house atross from Tudor Ha11) or can 
.-~ .862~3698. Apply by 4 pm Monday, September 
, 14th. . . 
,vuNLl 91.~ FM'~ .· 
. --SEEKS 
A NEWS DIRECTOR 
Responsible person 
to format on-air new~ broq,dcasts_ 
and organize a news team. 
Compensated_ position: 
·. approximately 10-15 h~urs/week · < 
Stop by room 142 in the MUB 
to_ fill out an application. 
- TLll;_60UND ALT6-r2,NATIV6---
;5■■■IH■IIHl■■ll■■■■■ l■H■l ■IHl■■l■■■■Hll■■l• .. • .. ••••■■■n• .. •••• .. _■■-■.-■.::■•■ l■■.::.:~~~~IIH::::;:~~~~~l■•~~•~:.~~l■■■■ .. ~:•~~:■-■H~~~;.~~~■--■l■~la 
= •••••••••··••• G ·•. - ········ : ' . ··•·······•· ... , ····•··•·•· 
= ••··•••••• c· , . ,~ --- ········· . I . . ..... ~•············o············u~········ N ' _ ........-~--··········· ' . 
: ····•···· ... , . ········ . . .......... ... , ''- ... ~ ........ 
L~!..:! ..... --c5' P'EN~ SEA TS ON THE 
·1987- 88· 
MEMORIAL UNION 
BOARD OF GOVERNORS . 
APBLICA TIO NS BEING ACCEPT-
. ED FOR RESIDENTIAL; 
COMMUTER, 
GREEK AND . 
FACULTY SEATS. 
·. THE DEADLINE FOR AP- -
PLICATION IS SEPT~ 18, 1987. ALL 
APPLICATIO·NS C.AN BE PICKED· 
UP AND TURNED IN TO TH~E 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE 
ROOM -322,IN THE MUB~ --
.................................................................................................. ~······················· .. ·····-······················· 
THE YEAR OF ·. THE PRESIDENCY 
A ~ard-winning political analyst 
MARTIN l\GRONSKY 
speaks on _ 
THE PRESIDENCY AND FOREIGN 
POLICY 
Monday, September 14, 8pm 
Johnson Theater 
Paul Creative A·rts Center 
CJ'{RR/&4~ 












THE CHOICE OF · 
A NU GEf\lERATl·ON: -
OPEN RUSH -
1'ri. ..,c,,t. 11 
,,,, // CJ"'"' I/ If 11.~J, 
//f!S _ , 
.) -~ '"" 
,111111. Nc11t. 1-'I 
,lltll(f/;,,., j,, i fl,, I 1"'11111/111 I/ 
II 11111 
'11111,·N. Nc11t. t '7 
. H,,tcl ll11s/1 
LEADERSHIP EDUCATION 
AND T-HE 1988 · 
PRE·SIDENTIAL CANDIDATES 
A New Leadership Equcation ProgralJ)_ 
Introduction to the Practice of-
. Leadership 
. Participants will: 
-be introduced to selected principles and 
relevant topics in leadership 
-apply the st-udy of leadership to the 
1988 Presidential candidates 
-anticipate their future roles as -leaders 
· and strengthen leadership abilities 
Sessions: Tues9ay, 3:45-5:45 pm from 
September 29 - November 17 
Final Prqject: Evaluation of Presidential 
candidates in February . 
- f· · Registra.tfpp: Office of Student Activities 





. I .. 
2 secretaries 
apply at the Student Senate Office room 
· 130MUB . 
Secretaries needed, paid position!) 
Job entails typing skills and answering 
phones. · - , 
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CLASSIFIED 
[ ~elp Wanted -llHJ 
Delivery People wanted. Must have own 
car, flexible evening hours. Limited op-
enings. Please call 868-2009. Guaranteed 
wage. 
Babysitter needed: Monday and Friday 
12:30-3:30 (4 year old during nap time) 
2.2 miles from UNH at end of Madbury Rd. 
_ Pay negotiable. Call Kevin or Francoise 
,. at 742-7135. · 
WORK STUDY applicants! The library is 
now'paying $4.00 /hour for work in Dimond 
- - ------·- --· 
I LOVE THIS JOB - the TASk Center is 
looking for sophomore Juniors or Seniors 
in good academic standing for the position 
of Tutor/ Counselor. If you'd like to work 
in a stimulating supportive environment, 
drop by or call by Sept . 14. Work Study 
preferred. TASk, 21 Madbury Rd. 862-3698 
Gymnastic Instructors for busy p·rivate 
school 20 minutes from campus. Child-
oriented teacher with ability to lead after-
noon/evening/Saturday classes for t:>oys 
&.nd girls. Spotting skills and knowledge 
of men's gymnastics a plus. Good salary 
· with'opportunity for advancement. Call 332-
9821./8854 
L.ibrary , $4 .25/hour for work in branch 1 · •---~ l~ 
libraries. For an appointment call Mrs . ~~.!_DUI -  _-
Martling, 1512. It's st ill a great place to ll'llillf .... ~ 
work! '-----------
Student wanted to take care of two children 1979 Jeep CJ5. Rear seat; locking hub, 
in our lovely country home in Rollinsford . .. new top, oversized tires, rollbar. A~king 
· Must be caring, responsible, non-smoker. $2500. Also 1972 CB 750 Honda, make 
References a must. Salary negotiable. Will _of_fe_r ___________ _ 
try to work with your school schedule. Live 
in arrangement possi.l:}le for the right 
person. Call 742-6008 evenings. 
Personal Care attendent $6/hr. No ex-
perience needed. Hours negotiable. Call 
Dan at 692-4764 evenings. 
THE FAR SIDE 
Must sell-Toyota Tercel. Sound like new 
and reconditioned engine, 5 speed and 
very economical. New Brakes, shocks, and 
inspectabel. Very little rust. Asking $1050 
or best offer. Callnight time or early morning 
before 1 0 a.m. Ask for Carlos 868-7256 









Young Victor Frankenstein stays after school. 
St. Pauli Girl 
Women's Rugby Club 
Information meeting 
on Tuesday, September 15 
upstairs in the M UB 
··········~··········· • • •: The New Hampshire : 
• • • 1S lQQking f Of' a • • • • • .. . -~- .. ~ . ' ~-~ . 
: \CIRCULATION : 
• •MANAGER .•· • : . . ,,,. ' : . ... ...~ . 
: to begin immediately · : 
•- · - - -·  · For more details, 1 come to · • . ' • . .
'76 Chevy Impala, Excellent condition 
inside and out. Engine very strong, $1.100. 
Call Ron at 659-7402 
'73 Volvo wagon, 1 owner, well maintained, 
mechanically sound, reliable transp~Hta-
tion, alpine sereo, $1,500, Ask: Peter 862-
4074 
RIDES 
Seeking transportation to and from U2 
concert Sept. 17, Boston Garden. Expenses 
shared. Please leave. message tor Jane 
868-1046 
SERVICES 
Guitar lessons by Randy A. co-founder 
of Do'a World Music ensemble; jazz, 
classica l, theory, acoustic, blues/rock; 
reasonable rates. Call: 659-5779 
Exp lore music in my home-study voice, 
piano, violin, recorder, lute, theory or 
renaissance music privately and in en-
semt:>le. All ages welcome. Call Persis E. 
at 659-2721 in Durham. 
[,____· P_ersonals __ ]~ 
UNH ESCORT SFRVICE---USE IT!!!!!!!! 
Have you ever thought about acquaintance 
rape and the forms it takes? It can happen 
with someone you
0
just met'or someone 
you know and trust. 
Mortar Board Members, Our first meeting 
will be held on Sunday, Sept 13 at 7:00 p.m. 
in McConnell Rm. 314. Attendance is 
Mandatory! 
Learn Astrology-Learn about new age. 
Astrology and you daily astroluck. Send 
self addressed stamped envelope to P. 
S. Gibson, 2051 Pioneer Trail L-237 , New 




Tall, strong, athletic men and women 
wanted to join one of UNH's most demand- ··· 
ing team sports, if you missed the team 
meeting contact a coach at the crew office. 
Ext. 2074 . 
Bartending course- Learn a valuable skill 
for fun or profit. Prepare for a good paying 
part-time or vacation job. Get hands on 
professional training behind an actual bar, 
with lots of practice time. It's easy and fun 
our way. Certificate awarded. School is 
licensed and is on UNH Kari-Van route. 
Visitors welcome. Evening classes. Call 
or write for free brochure. _Master Bartender 
school, 84 Main St., Newmarket, N.H. 659-
3718 
Tall, strong, athletic- men and women 
wanted to join one of UNH's most demand-
ing team sports, if you missed the team 
meeting contact a coach at the crew office. 
Ext. 2074 
Looking for a small business to ~Lin? Start 
your own. The UNH Enterprise Association, 
Thursday Sept. 18 
Tall, strong, athletic-men and women 
wanteEl to become a part of UNH Crew. • 
If you missed the team meeting contact 
the crew office'. Ext 207 4 
. Mortar Board Members, Our first meeting 
will be held on Sunday, Sept 13 at 7:00 p.m. · 
in McConnell Rm. 314. Attendance is 
Mandatory! 
What's -a small invest to do? Find out with 
the UNH Enterprise Association. Thursday 
Sept.17 
· For the best price on a UNH Coed Naked-
Lacrosse Shirt see Eli at Kappa Sigma. 
Only $10 
If you think you have been raped, call 
someone who cares. Call the UNH Crisis 
Counselors - 862-1212, 24 hours a day. 
UNH Di'spatch will contact a counselor 
for you._qonfidential!tY absolutely assured. 
- Auditions: Join the New Hampshire Gen-
tlemen at an informal meeting Sunday-Sept. 
13 at 7 p.m. PCAC- Music wing 1st floor. 
Marnie, De, Chirs, Odie, Mike , Scott, 
Stephen, Mary, Dianne, Avenn, Michelle, 
Anne, Sean, Steve, Larry, Dave, Pauls, And 
P.J. Whew!! I love you all! No one could 
have had a better 22nd b'day. You are all 
very special people. I know I'm being 
"mushy" but you have all made me a very 
happy person . Thank· you! Massages 
anyone? Love Kath 
Kappa Sigma - all the Greek you need to 
know 
To the man in Red with the moped at Park 
Ct. past Tuesday. We repeat Love those 
legs!! 
Pete's 1 988 Club. A nationwide network 
of future minded students interested in the 
candidacy of P. DuPont for President. For 
information come to MUB Rockingham 
Room Tuesday, Sept. 15, 6-9 p.m. 
We're looking for a few single men a_nd 
women, ages 17-25 who genuinely care 
about the future, are not happy withthe 
status quo, believe we can be better, and 
want to work with P. DuPont. MUB flock-
ingham Room Tuesday Sept. 15 6-9 p.m. 
Mortar Board Members, Our first meeting 
will be held on Sunday, Sept 13 at 7:00 p.m. 
in McConnell Rm . 314. Attendance is 
. Mandatory! 
Kappa Sigma - all the Greek you need to 
know · 
Kappa Sigma - all the Greek you need to 
kn.ow 
KT-we miss you! Toes in sand, drink in . 
hand? Have a great semester dude! Love · 
one of the "girls" 
The New Hampshire Gentlemen are havirig 
Auditions. Attend an informal meeting on 
Sunday, Sept. 13 at 7 p.m. in the 1st floor 









Bowling _ Basics 
Guitar 
Hiking in New Hampshire 
Massage 
I,_ 
Sign Language-. Part I 
Tai Chi Chuan 
Watercolor for Beginner 
·Yoga 
Registration 
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday 
September 14, 1_5 & 16 
9 a.m.-12 noon & 1 p.m.-4 p.m. 
Student Activities Programm.ing Office 
Room 126, Memorial Union Building (MUB) 
Fee due at registration 
, For more information call 862-:1001 
• ■ room 151 ■ the MUB ■ • I ..........•.......... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Fall baseball workouts 
The UNH baseball team has been ·working out since school 
began. Rich Gale, a former pro (with the bat) has been hired 
to_ help Ted Conner. (Mark Hamilton' photo) 
TENNIS----
- (continued from page 23) 
of players ·graduated, UNH will 
have to look to some freshmen 
to fill in the travelling roster. 
That doesn't seem to be the 
problem, however. The real 
problem lies in which freshmen 
will play where. 
"There are a lot of talented 
freshmen who are close to or 
even in ability' with each other," 
·said Ratcliffe, the team's elder 
statesman. "In fact, the majority 
of the travel team will be· 
freshmen." 
"Baker has an all-around · 
court game and he looks good," 
said Pprter. "Peter Carlisle is 
very good on ground strokes and 
Coss is just plain consistent. 
They're all real close." 
Berton's decision on who to 
put where will be made soon and 
it won't be an easy one. How-
ever, a coach really cannot 
complain over having to pick 
from such a talented crop ·of 
youth. · 
As far as being ready for the 
opener, the players feel therf:_ 
are a few things left to do. 
"Right now, _I'd say the major 
thing for us to do is to get a 
better feel for each other," said · 
Porter. 
Only tim½> will tell if the youth · 
rebellion can accept the pre,ssure 
and help their first-year coach 
to a winning season. 
MEN'S TRACK---
(continued from page 23) 
they get done with a race, the 
results .are there in black and 
white. They either do extremely 
well or extremely bad. Mostly, 
it's just the kids and myself who 
care and we1 d like to win every 
meet." 
Boulanger isn't sure how 
realistic that is, but he has set 
his sights on soine goals for the 
major meets. "I'd like for us to 
finish .in the top 10 at the 
Easterffs meet, top 6 at the 
North Atlantic meet and top 
15 at ·the New England meet,'' 
he said. 
The last possible meet is the 
ICAAAA's (national meet), and 
Boulanger hopes to bring a team 
of his best individuals to the 
meet. "You take a team to be 
competitive," he said. "We don't 
want to go there and get 
whacked by everyone." 
Boulanger thinks that meet 
is a good experience for his 
team. Competing with the top 
runners in the country, Bou-
langer hopes his kids, "will see 
this and want to· put in the 
commitment to achieve that 
level." 
Though the team is small in 
numbers and young in age, 
Boulanger believes they'll be 
ready. The Wildcats ended last 
fall by defeating five of six 
opponents in the last two reg-
ular season meets, and hope to 





October 3, 7:00 pm 
· Lundholm Gymnasium 
men's and women's ·weight divisions · 
$25 first place prize \ 
contact wrestling coach Jim Urquhart if interested 
862-3899 
............................................................................................................................ 
quite a few oppurtunities that 
didn't count as shots, so overall 
it was a good day for us offen-
sively." _ 
"It's pretty much the same 
squad as last year," Brennan said 
about the offense. "The only 
difference this year is that we' re 
more mature because ol' that 
year of experience." 
The only downfall of the 
afternoon was when UNH start-
ing goaltender Chris Jay was 
injured in a collision with a 
Central Connecticut halfback 
25 minutes into the second half. 
He strained a ligament in his 
upper calf and Garber said he'd 
be out through the UMass game 
next Wednesday. Jay had made 
seven saves and allowed the lone 
CCSU goal. 
Freshman·goalie Eric Stinson 
_replaced Jay for the final 20 
minutes, making 4 saves to seal 
the victory. Stinson got his feet 
wet fast, making his first col-
legia(e appearance in his first 
game. · · 
"I wasn't planning on goi~~ 
(continued from page 24) 
in, then all of a sudden he (Jay) 
came up limping,'.' Stinson said. 
"I was prettey nervous, but it 
wasn't too difficult." 
"He'd done well in practice," 
Garber said. "I didn't know what 
to expect in the game, but there 
was no one else to go to so we 
had to believe in him." 
Garber commended Stinson' s 
performance. "He only played 
20 minutes, but that was when 
Central Connecticut was really 
pressing to score," the coach 
said. "He made some really good 
saves. We'll have to see how he 
does when he goes the full 90 
minutes." 
That will be today when the 
Wildcats travel to Boston Col-
lege to take on the Eagles. "I'm 
looking forward to it,'' Stinson 
. said. "It's going to be completely 
different. Central Connecticut 
· is good, but BC is better to say 
the least." 
Garber isn't all that concerned 
about the Eagle team, but rather 
the astroturf surface they play 
their games on. 
The men;s tennis team hopes tQ have the upper hand on the 
Friars of Providence Monday. First-year mentor Paul Berton 
has his hands full selecting a full roster. (Mark Hamilton photo) 
i 
"You have to adjust to turf,'' 
Garber said. "It's a different 
game. If you play an outside 
game, you have to be careful the 
baH doesn't go out of bounds." 
"It's going to be quite 'a 
change from Wednesday's 
game," Brennan said. "At Cen-
tral (:onnecticut, the grass was 
wet and short so the ball was 
hard to roll. The astroturf is 
much quicker and the ball boun-
ces more. We'll have to play 
more of a skilled game." 
Brennan thinks the team is 
carrying a revived attitude this 
season. "Losing a lot last year 
was tough,'' he said. "This year, 
we want to win. We're sick of 
getting pushed around. We're 
going to come out sticking and 
playing to win," 
Wednesday's game was a 
good beginning. "It was a team 
effort, not one or· two people,'' 
Garber said. "It was not a perfect 
game, but the tea~ played as 




and sports fo~ 
The New 
WOMEN'S TRACK-
teams for the past five years, 
is pleased with the . mix of 
runo.ers making up this year's 
squad. There are three seniors, 
five juniors, five sophomores 
and nine freshmen. 
The coach is . looking for 
leadership from seniors Tara 
Teevens, Stephanie Edelman 
and Kristie Hendrich. "You 
always look to experience for 
, leadership,'' Liset said. "They 
have mrining savvy which is just 
as important as ability." 
Liset believes it is important 
for the Wildcats to run as a team. 
· The coach would like to do well 
in dual meets, but is placing 
more emphasis on th~ post 
season. 
"We' re training right through 
dual meets in order to gear for 
the championship meets,'' he 
(continued from page 23) 
said. "We'd like to do well in . 
regular meets, but we won't be 
at peak performance for the first 
meet." 
· That could be the reason the 
women's cross country team was 
0-7 in dual meet action last year, 
but finished a decent seventh 
in New England and eleventh 
in the ECAC/ NCAA District 
I meet. 
Of course, it's never fun /to 
lose all your dueI1 meets, so the 
'Cats hope to redeem them-
selves against Holy Cross, one 
of New England's better wom-
en's cross country teams. Liset 
likes the fatt that UNH is 
hosting tomorrow's season op-
ener. 
"It's like having the home-
court advantage in a basketball 
game," he said. "We don't:have 
· tpe crowds like that, but you 
know the course and it's idio-
, syncrasies. We have a beautiful 
course that runs through College 
Woods and our kids know where 
the branches are and where the 
, roots are. By knowing how to 
work the course, you can get the 
' opposing runners out of synch." 
. Liset thinks the key to a 
' team's success is a blend of good 
kids and a · good coach. Lis et 
certainly has a working relation- . 
ship with his team. "My job is 
being there for them when I can 
be," he said. Good relations · 
certainly can't hurt a team's 
performance. 
"Ideally, we should be one of , 
the top 10 teams in the east,'' 
he said. "We're traditionally a 
strong tearri and this year should 
be no different." 
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Cross country teams are r.eady for b~ttle 
Youth movement 
·for men 
By Paul Sweeney 
Enteri.ng his sixth season as 
coach of the University of New 
Hampshire. men's cross country 
team, Jim Boulanger doesn't 
really know what to expect for 
the oncoming season. The cause 
of that uncertainty is a thirteen-
man team inchiding 5 sopho-
mores and 3 freshmen. 
Despite the youth, Boulanger 
said that it is not the team's 
inexperience which is creating 
the questions. "We have sopho-
mores who all ran well last year 
and began to develop," he said. 
· "':Che problem in. being a young 
team is that unless we have 
quick maturity, w<;'re physically 
and in·terms of race preparation 
still two years away from peak 
performance." 
Nevertheless, Boulanger is 
ex·pecting a real good season, 
which begins tomorrow in a 
meet at Bates College. The three 
runners he believes will head 
the squad early in the season 
are ,sophomore Randy Hall, 
junior Dan Beauley and senior 
Peter Hammer. 
After the first few meets·, 
though, the coach is hoping all 
Wildcat runners, including Ryan 
Lanclvoy, Tim McNamara and 
Steve Crainer, will be competing 
for the five scoring spots. 
year and ended up ranked one 
of the top twenty teams in the · 
country. 
The University of New Bruns-
wick, Connecticut ~nd Southern 
Maine are ·other teams Bou-
langer spoke highly of. 
The only home meet the team 
has scheduled is an October 2 
race against Central Connecticut 
and· Hartford. Boulanger cer-
tainiy wishes more meets-were 
run on Wildcat turf because he 
says it's a definite advantage. 
"Every course is different, but 
you know your o~n course," he 
said. "You know when to move 
and how to run a mile .. It's a 
stategic game." Boulanger said 
opponents are easier prey when 
they are in your yard. 
SCHEDULE 
September 
18 -~ at Conn~cticut with Prov-
idence & Northeastern 
· Oc.tober 
2 - CENTRAL CONNECT!-
· CUT . 
· 9 - at Maine 
17 - Easterns at Franklin Park 
24 - ECAC North Atlantic Meet 
31 - New Englands . . 
November 
14 - ICAAAA Championships 
, One disadvantage the Wild-
cats face is that most of their 
opposition hand out scholar-
·· New co·ach 
for girls 
By Paul Sweeney 
One thing has change·d: 
George Liset has replaced Nancy 
Krueger as coach of the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire 
' w·omen's cross country team. 
Krueger is on a leave of absence. 
, One thing has stayed the 
same: The University still 
doesn't offer scholarship money 
to cross · country runrters. That , 
doesn't bother Liset at all, 
though. , 
"I have no qualms ov,er the 
fact that the University doesn't 
offer scholarships to : the 
runners," Liset said. "Some-
times athletes don't like beirig 
on scholarship because of the 
high pressure to· perform. Some 
want to run for fun and that's 
fine. If they can enjoy running, 
then they're happy. If they're 




12 - HOLY CROSS 
19 :- at Dartmouth 
October ' 
3 - at Rutgers Invitatipnal 
9 - at Maine 
16-PROVIDENCEAND CON-
NECTICUT 
24 - VERMONT, RHODE. IS-
LAND, AND CONNECTI-
CUT, noon 
31 - New Englands 
November . . 
A cross country race scores 
teams ·by the position in which 
the top five runners finish. If 
a Wildcat finished· in second 
plac~, the team gets two points, 
. third place gets three and so on. 
. The lowest· team score wins the 
meet. 
,. shi p-s to-ru-nne.i;s, -thus .creating ___ _ 14- ECAC/NCAA Championships 
Boulanger' s ·plan of action for 
the team is to come out of the 
- gates like gangbusters. "We're 
going to run from the front," 
he said. "We'll go as hard as we 
can from start to finish with 
hopefully no exhaustion. If that 
happens, it happens." . 
The competition Boulanger' s 
'Cat's will be facing once again 
includes some of the top teams . 
in the east. UNH will run 
against Providence, a team 
consisting of pri~arily foreign 
athletes, on September 18. The 
Friars were in the nationals last 
stronger progr.ams. UNH 
doesn't offer s.cholarships to 
cross country runners, and that 
seems to be the one reason why 
the UNH harriers aren't an 
absolute powerhouse. _ 
"We're an in~between pro-
gram," Boulanger said. "We're 
in the middle of being a real, 
·real good team and a team that 
is struggling to put a good team 
together." 
. Despite the lack of money in 
the program, Boulanger thinks . 
the school has still managed to 
put together a solid team. His 
biggest recruiting goal is to get 
New Hampshire kids to stay 
home and run for the Wildcats.· 
New coach Paul Berton and his team open up Monday against-
Providence College here. Expect a few freshmen to dot the 
roster. (file photo) ' · 
Both Wildcat cross-country teams will be teari.ng through 
woods like these soon~ (file photo) · Regardless of the limited 
recruiting resources the cross 
"For us; ·a foreign athlete Boulanger knows his runners country team has, Liset feels he 
would be someone from Berlin, this year are dedicated. "These has a bunch ofhappy runners 
. New Hampshire," Boulanger kids bleed blue and white," he • ready to open t1p the season ' 
joked. · said. "None of them are scho- tomorrow against Holy Cross 
He realizes it's tough to get larship athletes, they- just want here at UNH. 
top ruri.n~rs when UNH is to wear UNH on their chest." "We have a number of girls 
competing against other schools The coach hopes that dedi- who c_ould really do well this 
offering the runner scholarship · cation will pay off with good· year," Lis et said. "If we stay --
money. "Distance running is . results once the season starts. , healthy, I think we can be one 
the one area of track and field He'd be pleased as punch to win of the top teams in New Eng-
that inakes rrioney to get a kid," · every dual meet. land." 
Boulanger said. "We try to . "These kids are very aggres- Liset, who has been an assist-
establish pride in our program · - sive," the coach said. "When ~nt coac;h with the UNH track 
and that is what the kids have 
to look at.'' MEN'S TRACK, page 22 WOMEN'S TRACK, page 22 . 
Fresh faces for tennis men 
By Rick Kampersal 
Followers of the UNH men's 
· tennis.team lately have been 
doing double-takes while watch-
ing practices: The reason for 
the confusion is the bevy of new 
faces, including a new he.ad 
coach. 
Paul Berton, also the men's 
skiing coach, replaces the retired 
Bob Berry this season and 
though the team has only been . 
practicing for a couple of weeks, 
the players have noticed a 
distinct difference in the chang-
ing of the guard. 
"Coach Berton has been more 
active with drills," L said senior 
doubles-singles man Paul Rat-
cliffe. "He's more involved with 
the players personally and he 
· has fresh ideas." · 
Freshman Brian Baker echoed 
Ratcliffe' s observations. "Be's, 
just great,'.' said Baker. "He's 
really into it and right now he's 
trying to add . more matches for 
the .season. We'd all like to see 
that." 
Berton has never coached 
tennis before, but he considers 
- himself enough of a fanatic to 
know the game well. "I've never 
coached the sport," said Berton. 
"But it's a game I love and have 
played for about fifteen years." 
Berton and Co. welcomed a 
surprising amount of 24 fresh-
men when practice opened up 
last week. "I'd say out of the two 
dozen that came, 20 were leg-
itimate." 
The returners from last year's 
team will be Ratcliffe, juniors 
Jason Neuman and Mark 
Palmer, and sophomores Sean 
Herlihy and Brian Brady. 
Herlihy, who played #1 sin-
gles last season and was 6-:4 in -
his matches, is expected to hold 
down that spot once again. 
Ratcliffe recorded a. 4-2 mark 
in singles and a 3-3 mark in 
doubles last year and is also 
expected to be in the top three 
when the season opens Monday 
at home against Providence 
College. 
Though the underlying theme 
of the team this year seems to 
be youth, Berton feels that some 
. of his freshmen will compete 
ably. "Brian Baker, Peter Car-
lisle, and \Greg Coss all should 
see some rime," said the coach. 
Plymouth State transfer Tim 
Porter has ~lso impressed some 
· in hisJitst week of practice. "I 
played #2 ·1ast year at PSC and 
we finished 9-2," said Porter, 
a junior. "I believe my personal 
mark was about the same.-" 
Because of the· 1ar:ge number 
TENNIS, page 22 
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Zifcak's 3 goals power 'Cats past · Maine 
By John Kelley 
Kim Zifcak will probably 
always remembec September 
9, 1987. That was the day she 
was allowed to come off the 
bench. and show eyeryone what 
she was capable of doing. 
After a year of waiting behind 
All-Americans Karen Geromini 
and Pauline Collins, Zifcak took 
full advantage of her first start 
for the University of New 
Hampshire field hockey team. 
In her debut, the so_phomore 
scored three goals and sparked 
the Wildcats to a 4-2 victory 
over the aggressive Maine Black 
Bears in the ·season opener. 
"It w_as fun and exciting," said 
Zifcak. 
Zifcak is certainly no stranger 
The UNH field hockey team defeated Maine in their season opener, thanks largely to sophomore 
Kim Zifcak's three tallies. Next up for Coach Marisa Didio's crew is a tough Iowa team. 
(file photo) 
Scott Brennan (5) and the rest of the men's soccer team began their season the best way possible 
with a 3-1 win over CCSU. They take on Boston College today in the Hub. (file photo) 
Wildcats start on right foot. 
By Paul Sweenev victory, winning the opener this 
After wiping o~t the Wildcats year had to be sweet. "It was a 
4-1 last season, the Central great-win for us," head coach 
Connecticut State.University Ted Garber said. "No one knew 
men's soccer team probably ---- what to expect because it was· 
thought Wednesday's contest the first game of the season, but 
against UNH would be deja vu. in -the back of o_µr _minds, we 
Nope. , knew if we were healthy, we 
~- .Instead, it was the Wildcats could compete. No one probably 
who-had the good time, fluster- expected us to win this one, but 
ing tCSU with a so_lid all-around the players felt they could." 
game and taking a 3-1 season- _ AfterCCSU's Chris Tavagli-
opening victory. . _ - one scored the first goal of the 
After a rocky start last year, game at 19:02 of the first half, 
when it took the 'Cats seven the rest of the tallies belonged 
g~mes to record their first to the blue and white. Wildcat 
tri-captain Bruce Pratt tied the 
game two minutes later with 
a goal assisted by sophomore 
Scott Brennan. 
Brennan was in a giving 
mood, proceededing to hand out 
assists on the other two Wildcat 
goals, scored by Shawn Day and · 
Jeff Bergholtz.Jim.Druding also 
pitched in an assis~. In all, the 
Wildcats were credited with 5 
shots, 3 of them striking it rich 
"That'ra pretty good percen~ 
tage," Garber said., "We had 
SOCCER, page 22 
to success. She is currently a 
member of the Under 21 Na-
tional Team, but last year there 
was simply no room for her to 
play. 
Another offensive player who 
played an outstanding game was 
Peggy Bilinski. "Peggy created 
a tremendous amount of mo-
mentum for us," said coach 
Marisa Didio. · 
Bilinski scored the 'Cats first 
goal of the season at the 15 :22 
mark. The score was assisted 
by Lori Mercier. 
"The style of play certainly 
changed after the first goal,'' 
said senior tri-captain Patty 
Drury. "We gained confidence 
with it." 
Just two minutes later Zifcak 
and Bilinski connected for a 
SL0re to make the game 2-0. 
Bilinski passed it to Zifcak off 
a free hit and Zifcak caught the 
defense off-guard with a quick 
shot. 
Maine finally scored at the 
twenty-minute mark of the 
contest to make. the score 2-1. 
But .Zifcak and Bilinski (pos-
sibly another dynamic duo) 
combined for another goal less 
than a minute later. This one. 
was scored on a corner shot 
where Zifcak pulled it back from 
the rusher and shot it past 
Maine .netminder Sue Hanni-
gan. 
"Peggy and Kim played very 
well together," said Drury. 
, Zifcak was able to give the 
'Cats a three-goal lead off an 
assist from Drury. That was the 
last goal UNH scored and 
brought concern for Didio. "We 
did not execute on many of our 
scoring opportunities." UNH 
outshot Maine 40-19, in the 
game. 
· Maine did add a goal late in 
the first half, but it was their 
last score of the game. 
· Coach Didio took a gamble 
midway through the second half. 
She replaced goaltender Michele 
Flannell with freshman backup 
Stacey Gaudette. 
Fortunately for UNH,. 
Gaudette was up to the chal-
lenge as she made two nice saves 
almost immediately after en-
tering the game. She played 
fourteen minu.tes and allowed 
no goals. . 
"It was a gamble but she is 
good and she needs time right 
away," said Didio. "I also wanted · 
to boost her confidence." 
"To come -off the bench and 
play well is. yery tough, espe-
cially since she ·is a freshmen-
."said Drury. 
Overall Didio was pleased 
with the victory but she realizes 
that some· areas, especially the 
defense, need work. "For a first 
game we saw some good things, 
b1,1t we also saw some things we 
need to work on," she said. "On 
defense we· need to work -on 
marking." 
NOTES: The next game for 
the Wildcats is againsnhe Iowa 
Hawkeyes on September 14_ at 
Boston College. Iowa defeated 
UNH last year in the final and 
Didio thinks this is an impor-
tant game. "This is one of the 
most difficult contests of the 
year," she said; ."This should 
give us some idea about our 
future this year." ... Bad News 
Department: Two-year starting 
sweeper Cyndi Caldwell could 
be out for the season due to 
ligament damage she suffered 
during the Boston Five (exhi-
bition tournament). Caldwell 
scored both goals in the 'Cats 
semi:..final win over North Ca-
rolina in the NCAA tournament 
last year. 
The-fo~tball team is taking a breather 'this weekend after last 
week's upsetting loss. The 'Cats play BU on the 19th: (file 
photo) 
